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Cover Page Art

Tapestry (1980)
107" x 161.5"

From The UTSA Art Collection
by Sandra Freeze Hulse

Sandra Hulse is 
an accomplished 
artist who uses 
oil paints to ren-
der still lifes, but 
she is best known 
in the artistic 
world for her 
beautiful embroi-
dered tapestries, 
as well as for the 
giclée reproductions of these and other works. The tapestry used 
as the cover art for the August 2018 issue of Voices de la Luna 
was completed in 1980, after 18 months of work, for the head-
quarters of First Federal Savings and Loan in San Antonio. It was 
later donated to UTSA by Guaranty Bank to be part of the grow-
ing collection of Texas and Southwestern art at the university. It 
measures 107" by 161.5" and hangs in the main stairwell of the 
John Peace Library. 

The tapestry depicts the skyline and landmarks of San Anto-
nio: the Tower of the Americas, the Tower Life Building, the 
Alamo, Mission San José, San Fernando Cathedral, the Bexar 
County Courthouse, the River Walk, and more. Even the no 

longer extant HemisFair 
Arena is depicted. The 
buildings are arranged 
not according to their 
relative geographic loca-
tions but to showcase as 
many important sites as 
possible, almost always 
(with the exception of 
San Fernando Cathedral) 
from a front perspective. 
The tapestry illustrates 
the rich cultural and ar-
chitectural heritage of the 
city.

At Voices de la Luna, we 
believe that poetry heals 

and arts advance the 
quality of life.

Themes for future issues of Voices de la Luna:
November: Multicultural San Antonio
February: Freedom of the Press

Editor’s Note
James R. Adair

Much of the world’s oldest art is 
public art. From the petroglyphs 
preserved on rock walls in Austra-
lia (from 40,000 B.C.E.), to paint-
ings on the cave walls in Namibia 
(25,000 B.C.E.) and Lascaux, France 
(17,000 B.C.E.), to the much more 
recent Great Sphinx of Giza (2,550 
B.C.E.) and Ishtar Gate in Babylon 
(575 B.C.E.), artists have frequently 
displayed their work in public spac-
es. Sometimes art is commissioned, 
sometimes commanded, and some-
times the work springs purely from the imaginative vision of an 
artist, or artists, driven by an inner creative impulse.

The drive to share one’s experiences, beliefs, and stories artisti-
cally with the public isn’t limited to the Old World. Early artists 
working in what is now the Pecos Valley of Texas about 2,000 
years ago created the White Shaman mural, a wall painting eight 
meters long and four meters high depicting the story of creation. 
Not long after the founding of San Antonio 300 years ago, art-
ists from Spain decorated the missions with colors and images 
that contrast with the drab appearance of these buildings today, 
now that the paint has almost entirely chipped off or faded. They 
were quickly joined by other visual artists—painters, sculptors, 
architects, wood carvers, and more—whose efforts made the city 
named after a famous wordsmith whose orations amazed the ears 
blaze to life in a feast for the eyes.

That tradition continues today. In this issue of Voices de la 
Luna we pay tribute to many of the innumerable examples of ar-
tistic expression that fill the city. Caroline Davis and Don Mathis 
contribute essays on the impact of art and architecture, respec-
tively. Kathy Armstrong describes the annual celebration of light 
and art called Luminaria, and Jasmina Wellinghoff discusses the 
San Antonio Door Project, an effort to involve the public in the 
creation of public art.

Of course, we have poetry as well. Our featured poet, Ed-
ward Vidaurre, the 2018 Poet Laureate of McAllen, shows the 
reader his deep connection with family and community, one that 
transcends space and time. In keeping with our theme, Carolyn 
Chatham shares a poem about San Antonio art, and many other 
poets—including several youth poets—weave their words into 
beautiful linguistic tapestries.

We have short stories by Tisha Reichle and Nancy Ford Dugan. 
We also continue our Writers on Writers series with essays by lo-
cal author Jay Brandon and San Antonio Poet Laureate Octavio 
Quintanilla.

But mostly we have images!—lots and lots of images of public 
art around the city. Some of the art was done by professional art-
ists working on commission. In other cases artists were hired to 
advertise a business. In still other cases the artists simply found a 
public space to exercise their talent.

All parts of the city are represented on the following pages. Oc-
tavio Quintanilla and I took many of the photos on a single day 
as we drove around town for a few hours, yet so much more is 
out there to be enjoyed. I encourage you to get off the highways 
and drive the city streets almost anywhere in the city. Look on the 
walls of businesses, in parks and other public spaces, along the 
San Antonio River and San Pedro Creek, and even under bridges. 
You’ll be amazed at the visual cornucopia that adorns our city!
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La Virgencita
Public Art on the Westside



Growing Up

We had one true thing in common:
A mother

Half-brothers in a full house
Latch-key little misters four years apart

We sat on plastic covered muebles
Watching novelas con mama

We learned spanish malcriadeces
When mom yelled at el Canal 34

We knew the scent of Pinesol & Clorox
Before perfume on women

We learned to iron clothes 
Before differences

We all loved the same girl at one time
In different ways

We all survived the death song 
Of our barrio, by luck

We became men
Before finishing boyhood

We became addicted to life
& not drugs and booze, barely

We have a bond that through the years
Walked on tightropes, never has a 
Wall separated us

We are aging, our mother fragile
We are grown men, with children
All grown up
Somos hermanos
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Two Fathers

Last I spoke with you, you were in between a breath and death
Last I saw you, you denied being my father out of fear of loving me
Last I spoke with you, you forgot to say, I love you mijo
Last I saw you, you waved goodbye as I drove away, rumbo a Tejas

First time I saw you, you were at our neighbor’s house party drinking beer
First time I saw you, I ran into you at the corner store, comprando gaseosas
First time you spoke, you asked my primo if I was Gloria’s son
First time you spoke, you said hello and we were still healing

The day you died, I stared into the sun, destroyed
The day you died, you did it alone, entirely without me
The day you died, I cried and cried and cried and cried, I cried
The day you died, I cried, smiled, laughed, remembered, appreciated

Featured Poet:
Edward Vidaurre

Shangri-la in the Hood

They chanted in unison
down a single path, passed

the gutter near the chalk-outline 
where the little homie

got a bullet lodged in his jaw
bone. Death welcomed and

awaits no one in this ghetto
equinox. Shangri-la came with

a song. Palms pounding on tambourine, 
demanding it to mesh with the 

coming of the decade of death. 
A corrosive time in my youth, 

the decade of the weeping mother on a bed of slime.
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Edward Vidaurre is the 2018 McAllen, Texas, Poet Laureate and 
author of Chicano Blood Transfusion (FlowerSong Books 2016), 
Insomnia (El Zarape Press 2015), Beautiful Scars: Elegiac Beat Po-
ems (El Zarape Press 2014), and I Took My Barrio on a Road Trip 
(Slough Press 2013). His new collection, Jazzhouse, is forthcoming 
from Prickly Pear Press in 2018, and a chapbook collection of  po-
ems, Ramona & Rumi: A Love Story 
during Oligarchy is forthcoming in 
2018 as well. He has been nomi-
nated twice for the Pushcart Prize. 
His work appears in Bordersenses, 
RiverSedge, Windward Review, 
the award-winning Poetry of Re-
sistance: Voices for Social Justice, 
Brooklyn & Boyle, La Bloga, Voices 
de la Luna, and Poets Responding 
to SB1070, among many other jour-
nals. He is the founder of Pasta, Po-
etry, and Vino, a poetry reading se-
ries in the lower Rio Grande Valley. 
He resides in McAllen, Texas with 
his wife and daughter.

I Call Myself Blood though Edward 
Is My Name

after Miguel Hernández

I call myself blood though Edward is my name,
Blood is my life and death
that runs around looking for a place to settle

I am corrupt 
I wear my mouth sadly
I struggle to feed my child
because onions and water are all that’s left

My bed is held together by veins
& kept alive by blood transfusions
my bed is made from dead orchids
my bed has room for just me and my bones

Blood, I rinse my mouth with clots
that seep out of vaginas
in celebration, sighs of relief
for no child is coming forth
not this time, maybe never

The moon, cleft-lipped and beautiful
turns itself over to the sea
red tide, bring me your worst
thank you, now I can bury my dead

Blood is my bride & she loves me
& I kiss her fingertips
& I fold into myself
& I bury our dead pets
& I remind her of solstice
& I wash the scent of my gums from her mouth
& I bring her tulips
& I find poetry between her legs
& I kiss her on odd days

When her wrists open up
When blood dries up, when I dry up.

I Just Heard Someone Say,

“Sas!” It didn’t quite jive with the zone I was in. 
Like Corso mouthing mad mouthfuls 

of new American lingo. Like a punch
in the ribcage, like swallowing 

chewing tobacco by mistake,
like taking a large swig from the wrong can

of beer, one that belonged to the girl
with the mouth sores, like language took

a step back, like Ferguson at midnight.
I felt fear, like a caterpillar dying 

before becoming a butterfly, 
like a heavyweight bout

with the mafia calling the shots.

I heard someone say, “Sas!” and my coffee
didn’t taste robust, it just didn’t. 
& I bet Kerouac knew something about mill workers
& the fucker didn’t care.



Art of San Antonio
Carolyn Chatham

Mariachi and pizza mingle from the restaurants on the River.
At street level traffic is thick on Losoya,
tourists and locals stepping unconsciously to the beat
of many cultures, many peoples.

A young man
bronzed arms flexing in the heat
stops to admire The Torch of Friendship,
a gift from Mexico to San Antonio.
His own art is also open to the public.
Scenes run riot on his skin from clavicle to wrists
and down his back.
Stories of his life,
his aspirations.
Two works of art publicly displayed.

Nearby on the corner of Commerce and Losoya
a mother and daughters wait for their ride
while the children draw with chalk on the pavement.
The bus arrives with tattoos of its own,
even a poem scrolls across its side.
A tourist stops to ask directions to the Alamo.
The bus draws up
its air breaks hissing.
The young man moves away from La Antorcha de la Amistad.
The children and mother move together to the door.
A living tableau of the art of San Antonio.
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Poetry and Public Art

The Torch of Friendship

Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center
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San Pedro Creek Culture Park
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Dad’s Death
Richard Ferguson

He hated to lose.
Oh, how he fought:
The scrappy boxer,
Arrogant BMOC,
Naval warrior in constant
Battle with the ubiquitous
Hints of weakness.

After 99, with familiar hubris,
He believed he could make 100 years,
His, most recent,
Last goal to be unique.

Years were like rocks 
Gathered and stowed in his pack
As he strove for each summit,
Strengthening and hardening early
Until breath and strength
Fled with each addition,
And he could go no more.

We left him, spent.
Tethered to his bed
By whispering lines of O2. 
We left him with our own
Airy expressions of affection
To go for provisions.

We returned to find him still,
Discarded tubes hissing
To the empty room, 
Partially out of bed,
Like a sculpture of one 
Rising to greet an important visitor,
Who must have said
“No, no child, don’t get up,
I’ll take it from here. 
You have won.”
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Hymen
Candice Daquin

Too soon
the child menstruates
bleeding away her
need to play
she is captured
behind glass
starched and polished
until catching the eye of a man
old enough to have given her life
she is sold
insomuch as some marriages are not
choice
and her private parts are laid bare
under a shard of glass standing in for knife
then the girl knows
she is a woman
spreading her wide to ensure
she was not defiled
her hymen reinforced
her clitoritis removed
fearing
if she is not sewn tightly enough
her husband will not feel
special nor soak the ritual bed sheet
scarlet
she could die if she does not tear apart
sufficiently for the relatives
who bay for her blood
fearing
if she feels anything but gratitude and pain
she may be tempted by someone else
perhaps the boy her age
who with her in the dirt played
before she had to give up
being a child and become
a woman slain
in shackles of faith

The Tree
Celia Cooley 
13 years old 

Front Royal, Virginia

The Tree
Majestic arms strain
Pointed Fingers reaching 
Towards royal purple skies 
Each green index, thumb, and pinky 
Pulling in the light 
Of
The
Sun

Green turns to dark brown
Leaves fall red
Yellow
Brown 
Down
Sunken in the ground

Then boom
Little green shoot
Boom, boom
I climb the tree and 
Skin my knee

Mission de las Flores
Sonya Gonzalez



Luminaria Is a True Public Art Festival
Kathy Armstrong

www.LuminariaSA.org

Presenting art to the public is exactly what Luminaria has been 
doing in San Antonio for the past decade. Established in 2008 to 
be a creative generator for the city, the organization’s original 
goal was to produce an annual arts and culture showcase. Five 
years later, however, a new strategic plan identified additional 
goals, such as helping the development of the city’s urban core 
and maintaining a year-round presence with contemporary arts 
programming.

The original showcase, officially named Luminaria Contempo-
rary Arts Festival, is still the centerpiece of Luminaria activities. 
Through a non-conventional, after-dark, multi-genre arts plat-
form, new works of art are presented and performed to a diverse 
population for free in different areas of the city. The audience is 
invited into a brightly lit and family-friendly atmosphere to see 
new works by top artists in visual, performing, and site-specific 
or mixed-media collaborations. 

At the festival, attendees no longer experience either perceived 
or actual boundaries (such as cost or walls) that are symptomatic 
of other public art venues such as museums and theaters. More 
than 25% of attendees report that Luminaria is their first expo-
sure to the arts and to the presenting arts organizations. 

Every November, Luminaria activates and presents public art 
that is both experiential and concrete. Thousands of attendees see 
a location transformed by the artists and find themselves partici-
pating in something unique: a poetry session high on the Hays 
Street bridge, a film and spontaneous dancing along the River 
Walk, a visual artist and rock band collaboration in a vacant lot, 
or a transformational theatrical program in a playground. Onsite 
education programs and a festival catalog enrich the attendees’ 
experience.

Thanks to Luminaria’s financial, marketing, and production sup-
port, participating artists are able to show recent original works, 
including works commissioned by the Luminaria organization. 
What’s more, featured dance performances, theater productions, 
and experimental films have gone on to bookings at theatres and 
conferences around the country, while projects merging technolo-
gy with martial arts have provided research for new virtual reality 
games. This year, large mobile sculptures of the historic San An-
tonio missions (premiered at Luminaria 2015) were incorporated 
into Tricentennial celebrations all around San Antonio. 

And while we believe that public art includes experiential dis-
plays, we also believe in creating permanent works that enhance 
the urban landscape. San Antonio now has legacy murals and 
sculptures that can be found all around the city: along the Mu-
seum Reach of the River Walk, in Eastside residential neighbor-
hoods, in the Southtown arts district, and in the heart of down-
town. These artworks have been facilitated through festival 
partners, curatorial committees, official collaborative partner-
ships with the city’s Public Art San Antonio (PASA), private cor-
porate sponsorship, and organic artist networks. Residents and 
visitors alike respond to these murals, which include uplifting 
colorful abstractions, the glorification of the common grackle, or 
collaged images representing South Texas culture and history, all 
painted by artists on public buildings. 
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Luminaria produces the annual arts festival and legacy works 
through the cultural leadership and vision of artists and arts pro-
fessionals. We empower artists to create and invite all people to 
view and connect with their ideas and visions. 

Please join us: 
• November 10, 2018, from 7 PM to Midnight at Hemis-

Fair for the Contemporary Arts Festival
• November 11, 2018 from 10 AM – 3 PM at HemisFair for 

community art programs with featured artists
• November 11, 2018 from 4 PM – 5:30 PM at San José 

Mission for the Interpretive Arts Program

Luminaria

Visitors take a selfie with Momo & Pompa’s Light Sculpture
Luminaria 2015

Spectators interact with Rick Stemm’s Super Luminaria Fighter II
Luminaria 2016
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Neon Drive by Iker Muro, mural, Nolan St. Underpass
Luminaria 2016

Chili Q
ueens by Reskate; Film

 Sea of Love by Sarah Fox and Jared Theis

Luminaria 2017

Iluminados, mural, by Los Dos, Hays St. Bridge

Luminaria 2016

OUI DANSE ensemble
Luminaria 2016

Neon Drive by Iker Muro, mural, Nolan St. Underpass

Luminaria 2016
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There Is a City inside Your Body
Debasish Parashar

There is a city inside your body
noisy, cloudy and ancient

Just that
I have inhabited its ghettos to fill up 
its silences.

I have lived its margins like a dangerous supplement
resisting and fighting
the blue hours
scattered around your eyes.

There is a city inside your body.
I have inhabited the corners of that city
clumsy 

and rain-clad 
gathering roots of nirvana.

How lovely 
the way 

you spread your city skies and I embrace its moon 
dimmed by the light-holes of your city lights!

More often than not I steal 
stars from your skies.

I bury them in

moidams of memory with legends of dead kings 
and local heroes for them to transcend spaces of memory and life.
Stars stolen from your therapeutic skies can paint hues of

beautiful times.

Menudo vs. Hot Dogs
liz gonzález

Eeeeuw!  
When you bite the tripe 
does it slime your tongue?  
How can that 
help your cold, 
your hangover,
your stomach flu?
Watching you eat makes me 
want to throw up.

Quips from the uninitiated 
as menudo squiggles off the spoon 
and slurps through my lips.

These same people charcoal hot dogs 
for a Sunday pool party.   
Stretch cheeks 
scarfing down Dodger dogs. 

Menudo is all natural.
Simple with 5 ingredients:
hominy, tripe, chili, water,
and salt to taste.  
Nothing to hide.  
You see it all 
float in the bowl.

Wieners got some stuff 
you can’t find in a dictionary.  
Pumped up  

with red dye and nitrates.
Carcass scraps 
the butcher threw out. Pieces 
vultures wouldn’t munch.  

I’ll take that soup 
speckled with the lining 
of cows’ stomachs over 
a bunned weenie any day.
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Summer 2010 in San Antonio
Jordan Tate

A silver cow skull trapped in a buckle watched them come.

Over 50,000 alcoholics (smoking every brand of cigarettes)
swarmed the streets, shops, and sites
in search of the city’s treasures.

The Alamo knew they’d come,
reassured its city, here there are many mansions. 

After several days of the town embracing 
this hot bacchian dust storm,

the mentally ill visitors
chased whispers from the hungover but brave garrison
back and forth across the River Walk
before they finally funneled to the southeast 

into a god-sized whiskey bottle
labeled Alamodome. 

Keynotes on stage sang out their war stories
to a rippling current of solemn nods,
laughs interrupting the cascade of punchlines,
and applause that in midair smashed falling tears.
Then last call was announced. 

They stood up, joined hands, and all chanted
the Lord’s Prayer: Our Father…
The hum burned going down
and the ground beneath them vibrated.  
… Amen. 

Dallas. April 21st, 2017. 
Late, I entered the hotel’s bar and sat
alone,  thinking, there’s no place like Irish whiskey. 
Next, insolubly I remembered how my toes had buzzed.

I ordered a club soda neat.

being human / an ugly being 
of hunger

Rene Villanueva

when again 
you found me 
early-morning drunk
head in refrigerator
an’ still call me handsome
an’ still pet my forehead
an’ strip me down naked
an’ walk me back to bed
an’ love me with your unearthly understanding 
that I
being human
a being of hunger
with an insatiable mouth that wants
an’ hands that want
an’ eyes that want
will always need and take
such is my nature.  an
endless an’ unconditional 
burning
so we held 
each other 
against last night
a fire reach
beyond reason

while we slept
I bit a thought
teeth on tongue 

filling my mouth
with the slight stream 
taste of blood
while a nightmare future ran

finally I chewed us down
flesh, fruit, seed an’ all
leaving nothing of this
and then
—will you still call me love?



“Door Project” Involved the Public
Jasmina Wellinghoff

What do the giant cowboy boots at North Star Mall and the Torch of Friendship downtown have in common?  
Well, of course, they are both examples of public art, probably two of the most visible and recognizable such examples 

in San Antonio, albeit representing two very different creative sensibilities. But these two are hardly alone. Public art is 
everywhere in this city, in traditional forms such as sculpture and murals and in new media such as light displays and 
video. But one thing that most public artworks share is that they were all created by professional artists for the public.

A recent project organized by the Carver Community Cultural Center, however, started with a different premise. 
Though guided by an artist, the San Antonio Door Project invited 300 regular folks to express their feelings and ideas 
about San Antonio in honor of the city’s tricentennial. The result is a public artwork actually made by the public.

With grants from the Tricentennial Commission and the Joan and Herb Kelleher Charitable Foundation, the Carver 
was able to hire well-known artist Steve Prince, who spent a couple of weeks in the Alamo City conducting a total of 
twenty free workshops at community centers, Our Lady of the Lake University, the Magik Theater, and other locations. 
An assistant professor at Wayne State University in Detroit, Prince explained that the idea was to have each urban quad-
rant involved and represented in the “door” effort—Eastside, Westside, Northside, and Southside. The “door” concept 
was chosen because doors symbolize opening up, meeting, and connecting, he said. 

While workshop participants received materials (wood blocks), tools, and general instructions about carving, it was up 
to them to choose what they wanted to say with their pieces. In the end, all the blocks were incorporated into four doors, 
which were in turn assembled into a single, though temporary, sculpture. At the time of this writing, however, the door 
panels were not completely finished, and Prince was planning a return visit to complete the work. Nevertheless, the large 
X-shaped artwork was already on display in the Carver’s lobby. Future plans call for each component door to be placed 
in a public space—most likely a library—in each part of the city.
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San Antonio Door Project
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A Tale of Two Buildings
Don Mathis

Francois Giraud, a very productive citizen in 19th-century San Antonio, 
studied architecture in France before building the Ursuline Academy (now 
the Southwest School of Art) in the 1840s. He later persuaded the city to 
declare the San Pedro Springs area a park in the days before the Civil War, 
worked as city engineer in the 1850s, and served as mayor in the 1870s. 

One of his more illustrious projects was the construction of the original 
campus of St. Mary’s College in the 1850s. The school (between St. Mary’s 
and Navarro on College Street, next door to St. Mary’s Catholic Church) was 
a shining example of French provincial architecture. The campus, situated on 
the banks of the San Antonio River, was like nothing anywhere around. There 
are rumors that parts of the St. Mary’s complex were built with stones from 
the original Alamo walls. In any case, the college survived the flood of 1921 

(which destroyed the adjacent church) and served the academic com-
munity until 1966.

Another major project was the renovation and restoration of San Fer-
nando Cathedral. The structure, before it was “Frenchified,” was a beau-
tiful Spanish Colonial landmark. Built in the early 1700s by immigrants 
from the Canary Islands, its lone tower could be seen for miles. And 
you could see for miles from it! About a hundred years after it was built, 
Santa Anna used the San Fernando bell tower for a lookout post during 

the siege of the Alamo. Changes were coming, however. In the late 1860s, 
Giraud placed a Gothic façade on this old Spanish church, removed the 
lone tower and installed twin towers instead. Although he made some 
clearly needed repairs to the building, his restoration troubles many pur-
ists, as Gothic features are not part of the Spanish Colonial vernacular. To 
his credit, Giraud left the colonial dome alone, but his “improvements” to 
San Fernando are not appreciated by all.

Purists who cringe at Giraud’s “gothification” of San Fernando may 
smirk with glee over the karmic payback which occurred in 1968. In that 
year, in preparation for the influx of tourists to HemisFair, the old St. 

Mary’s Hall was converted into a fancy hotel. The four walls and four 
stories of the venerable old building are still evident in today’s edifice, 
but instead of a quaint structure from the French countryside, modern 
visitors will find stucco rather than limestone blocks, windows sur-
rounded by wrought iron rather than shutters, and other accoutrements 
of imaginary Hispanic features. Despite its mansard roof, modern pam-
phlets consider the structure a “hacienda-style hotel that is a true mark 
of San Antonio architecture.” 

Check into the Omni La Mansión del Rio, with its imitation Spanish 
Colonial Revival façade. Have a drink in the library, now the hotel bar. 
And if you should hear a spinning sound, pay no heed. It is only Fran-
cois Giraud turning over in his grave.

Spanish and French Architecture

San Fernando Cathedral was founded in 1731 by a group of 
Spanish immigrants from the Canary Islands

Image courtesy San Fernando Church

Giraud transformed the original outline of the Spanish Colo-
nial church into a Gothic cathedral in the 1860s

Image courtesy San Fernando Church

St. Mary’s College was a beautiful example of French provincial 
architecture when it was built by Francois Giraud in the 1860s

Image courtesy National Archives of the Marianist Province

One hundred years later, Giraud’s simple but aristocratic 
design was given a Spanish Colonial Revival makeover to 
become a “hacienda-style hotel that is a true mark of San 

Antonio architecture” 
Image courtesy La Mansión del Rio
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Public Art in Midtown



Walking Around
Veronica Berger

Young Women’s Leadership Academy, San Antonio

I learned confidence
strolling my block at 11 PM,
balancing a tray of glasses
filled with water on my head. 
Anxious glances not allowed, 
neither is running. 
Hands attached to my sides
swaying or on my hips
digging into my bones with every misstep. 
Almost trip over 
uneven sidewalk. 

In my neighborhood
mothers sit at kitchen tables
before sunrise, eating breakfast 
with two small kids, 
pointing at words in Dr. Seuss books 

“With your head full of brains and your shoes full of feet, 
you’re too smart to go down any not-so-good street.” 

Visible for all drivers to see 

brothers walk home in herds 
fearless of oncoming traffic 
as they swagger down bicycle lanes. 

A man and his son lie on two mattresses 
just delivered—waiting
for the wife to arrive, plush 
fabric a surprise. They gaze at the 
sun. When their eyes begin to 
burn, they block it with phones. 

In my neighborhood 
a twelve year old boy waves a wand 
to create bubbles. 
Reflect the sky’s beauty 
for his younger sister and brother. 
They chase and jump for the orbs, 
I can hear them laugh through the car window. 

Festivals celebrate Santana and jazz, 
dancing with our parents, watching
bubbles reflect light like glow sticks in the night sky. 

In my neighborhood 
men drive their pimped out trucks. 
Hustling wheels and flash rims until one notices 
the forward jolt every few seconds is not
the driver’s foot or altered car 
but because he insists on getting home. 
Every halt a dim reminder

 
this man will continue to work
past the wrinkles etching his 
hands and head. 

Chisme slithers from rolled down 
windows and despite the venom 
it still 
makes me smile. 

I am always passing by 
my neighborhood. Never in it. 
I will remember it by
the smell of hot asphalt, 
whirls and beeps of construction, 
and the hollow creak of my home’s floorboards. 

I learned confidence 
strolling my block. 
Balancing.

Synesthesia
Angela L.

Melba Junior Senior High School, Melba, Idaho

I listen to the shape of a trumpetfish
stumble down Jupiter.
I am the sea turtle watching a violin
as I wander into the depths of an arpeggio. 
A hand reaches for my own as I cartwheel 
to anywhere I can read. 
A stranger pulls me into her VW Bug, my friends 
fiddle with the dirt. 
I was the maple tree you sat under,
tomorrow I will be an unnoticeable star.
As trillions of voices rehearse,
the trumpetfish repeats the first line.
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Trumpetfish
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Please, Anything but That
John Grey

It’s the moment I dread. The talk gets around to,
“Oh you write poetry. I write poems too.”
Discussing jobs offers an easy out. So does number
of living siblings. Even favorite restaurants.
Last movie we saw. But to learn that the other,
just like you, can’t leave a blank piece of paper
in peace, then your life may as well topple
its chess board king. Can mating be far behind?

Personality is not even a consideration. Does she make
me laugh? May as well ask if attempted suicides
make me laugh. She will drag out the folder with
her most heart-felt stuff. She’ll turn her head shyly
as I read it. I’ll even try to impress her with examples
of what I think are my best. When poems fall
in love, what hope have their authors?

That’s why I do my best to avoid female poets.
I don’t go to readings. I won’t even dip into
Sylvia Plath. Why risk the unrequited?
Novelists are safer. I’ve read Pride and Prejudice
and I don’t have a thing for Jane Austen.
And the ones I’ve met just look down
their noses at poets, like we’re talented but
lazy and that’s why we never get ahead.
I’d rather be with novelists. The worst that
can happen is I end up in their book, not in their life.

But poets must live up to their frankness, their honesty.
“Oh you write poetry. I write poems too.”
May as well say, “Oh you rip open your guts, expose
them for all the world to see. Let me show you where my
stitches don’t quite join.” It’s a plot to drench the world
in your own blood and who can resist a fellow plotter.
I must learn to keep my mouth shut. “Poetry?
Isn’t that the crap we learnt in school?” You never
know. Maybe I’ll even meet someone who hates the stuff.
We could even be a couple. But not, thank God, a demonstration.

The Ball
Tandin Tshering

Grade Ten, Jakar Higher Secondary School 
Chamkhar Town, Bumthang, Bhutan

I look outside
The orange ball jumps and flies
I am hypnotized
The ball pulls me toward the hoop
I too jump and fly
I fall in love with the ball

The ball changes its color
It’s black and white
It gives me a kiss on my head
And I’m mad
But the ball smiles at me
And my anger vanishes
I fall in love with the ball

I see the ball shrinking
It accelerates towards me
Angry and yellow
I smile, just touch it with my magic wand
People jump from left to right
Right to left

But the ball leaves them behind
And enters the gate carrying gold
I fall in love with the ball
Every time
Every game
I wear the gold around my neck
And I’m in love
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Public Art on the Westside



Ecopoetry
Stone in the Stream/Roca en el Río 
is a gathering of writers and art-
ists committed to the environment 
through contemplative, artistic, 
and activist response. They meet 
quarterly to share individual work 
grounded in an eco-poetics and to 
develop collective projects. This 
page reflects some of their work. 
To contact the group, send an email 
to Jim LaVilla-Havelin (lavhav@
gmail.com) or Mobi Warren (mobi-
warren@gmail.com).
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Stepping Stones, Acrylic on Canvas
Norma Moore

Crisis Poem Chorus (circa 2013)
Kamala Platt

earthquake, tsunami, meltdown, war...
Katrina, Sandy, Fukushima, and tornados dance
all we are saying...

I’ve never believed in the devil
(well maybe the guy in the cantina)
but I’ve got to wonder who is orchestrating
this obstinate refusal 
to listen to La Madre de la Tierra, 
Kali, 
Lakshmi, 
Artemisia,
Tonantzin...

Moon Woman
Rebecca Burroughs

She reached right through
the growing hole in the ozone, 
past kamakazi space debris 
all the way to the moon
held it in the palm
of her hand
like a Fortune Teller
with a crystal ball
where she eyed that lonely man
then winked with a wrinkly grin
and strode bravely
into her last good night
as he lighted her way toward
prescient arms.

Concatenation
Mobi Warren

The cicada’s 
transparent wings
solder rainbow 
to pewter,
a topography
of swallowed light.

Females flick wings
to cast pheromones,
excite the ribs
of males 
who drum
a docile thunder.

Each thumb of sound
is like a match.
One spark
begets a blaze,
one thrum,
a tempest.

Emergent Spring, Acrylic on Canvas
Norma Moore

Wind Dancers
Toni Falls

Folks love or detest West Texas where
only plateaus break the bleakness of horizon
a hardscrabble place
replete with mesquite     cactus    yucca     ocotillo
brutal in the summer
even chaparrals have trouble finding shade.

About the time I’ve given up… along about Ozona
we spot the first wind dancers, like a troupe 
of Indian maidens dressed in white doeskin
twirling arms thrown into the sun-bleached sky.

Ancient image married to new technology creates
energy     power     a new grid
relieves harshness of this hard land.



Therapy
Poetry Therapy

Some authors use poetry to deal with heroin/alcohol addiction, death, 
abandonment, and sexual and emotional abuse. The following poems 
illustrate the use of writing to deal with these issues.

Gentle Rustle of Pages
Nati Roman

What do you search for in book 
after book?
Why do you line your walls with them
like bricks?
You have taught us to do 
the same.
We also search
sometimes
many times
for you.

Sometimes you write poems.
I long to read them
to find 
you 
to discover
something

Anything

Do you see our faces between
the lines
as you fall asleep
and your vision 
blurs

In your annexed temple of
knowledge and art
beautiful 
and lonely?

Jealousy Has Frightened Eyes
Vivian Warder

I grew fearful of life
Living in fear of the light
Hiding in the holes of the walls

Jealous frightened eyes
Helped me to see some light
To creep and crawl outside my being

To be strong to live
Strong to continue the dance
In my frightened eyes

 

I Have No Regrets
Luana Marie Moody

I woke up every morning
thinking of you.
All I wanted to do
was to get high
but time and time again
I had no regrets.

I finally came 
into a recovery room.
This time,
I am done
all over with you.
I have no regrets.
All I can do is remember
that this time I am done
all over with you.
I have no regrets
thank the Lord,
for my recovery
is the way
I am living today.

Jealousy Is a Wounded Lover
Cherie Reed

Jealousy is a wounded lover
Who always placed himself above her.
She was his cloak and cover.
She protected him like a mother.
Long did she suffer.
But God heard.
Waiting for the right time to save her
He picked her up and brought her to Haven to recover.
A second chance at life he gave her.

Jealousy was once a wounded lover.
In life a new one appeared.
They came together as one and
built a new life together.

Untitled
Joseph Puente

Sorrow in my heart
when will my bleeding 
heart stop?
Thump, thump, thump.

Streams of sorrow 
and unhappiness.

My veins are filled
with coagulated sorrow.
I need a stent to clean
out the bloody sorrow.
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Lily Beth
Elise Alexandra

Some days are too hard for me.
She’s slowly fading into a memory.
I try to not cry and stay strong
But blocking her out just feels wrong.
I haven’t had time yet to grieve
So I like to pretend she didn’t leave.
Then reality slaps me hard in the face
And I’m forced to remember she’s in a better place.
I have a hole left in my heart
Though I know we won’t always be apart.
The day when I get to be with her again
Will be the day my healing will begin.
Soon Lily Beth, soon.

New Day
Norma Gomez

As a new day appears
all on its own
I fought the good fight
with all my might—
laughed a bit
even shed some tears
time has its way
no matter what
each of us does
night comes just as quick
as the morning dew
think abut this
I pass this on to you
to love the life
you first live the life 
you love
for a new day is here.

Bliss
Evelyn Charmaine Bratcher

My dearest Pauly,
my whole life has been utter folly

I am sending you my humblest apologies.
I pray that you will acknowledge me.

You’re my greatest accomplishment.
I pray that the tears I’ve sent 
will be forever ancient.

I love you with all of my heart.
None of this was ever your fault.

I pray for your forgiveness
to again be a family with blissful happiness.

 
Untitled

Joanna Elise Morales

Collection of rose buds beside my bed, 
are like the men who gave them, 
are but fleeting memories; 
decaying feelings. 
Potpourri; 
the withering… 
bitter sweet.
 
Aroma, still lovely. 

I welcome the new day 
as a young woman capable of standing alone,
with the peonies and lilies I romanced myself with.

After enough hardship, 
Soulful self-love was granted. 
Life’s most valuable gift. 
 
Even when the mirror is shattered, 
my jeans are tattered, 
and thoughts are scattered…
I remember the smell of crumbled poems 
printed out on page after page—

all set aflame.

Oh, how today the scent has changed. 
Reminiscing of a time before I prayed, 
I gaze outside my window 
beside my roses,
my peonies,
and take in the serene smell of burnt sage.  

The Man in the Park
Anna Gee

His eyes have circles.
They stare far away.
The hair is thin and white as snow.

He makes me think of the 
time long gone
Then I was so weak
but now I am strong.

My heart feels heavy.
For him I feel pain.

The cold, the dark, the mean faces,
take me back to those places.

How he suffers and 
tries to survive.
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I Love You for Who You Are
Cynthia S. Gall

I love you
for who you are.
The day you came home
I was happy to see you
but all I did was cry. 
Time went by so fast
I thought you would never
come home,
but you did.
I thank God
for keeping you safe,
because you see
you are my valentine,
my sweetheart.
My love, I have missed you.
You are my sunshine
my love and all the above.
Thank you
for not leaving me.

Time is Money
Kristina Walker

Time is money
money is time
Time is in control
of what we do
Money is in control
of who we are
The time I have been here
does not control who I am
The money I have had
and lost
does not define me
Time is money
Money is time.

Jealousy
Christianne Mitchell

My most hurtful jealousy was
my own.
All the checking the texts
on my phone.

Loving so deeply drove him insane
Hurts me to say his name.
I thought he was the one for me.

I loved him with heart and soul.

I wanted to be his love till we were
gray and old.
My lover’s fate had frightening eyes.
Last year was the last his eyes met mine.

Life
Michelle Zaldivar 

Life’s a road 
along life’s happiness 
life’s joys 
walking in the sun 
walking in the rain 
life’s pain 
life’s money 
life’s nightmares 
wearing a smile 
wearing a frown 
the Lord a call away 
life’s here today 
and gone tomorrow 
still we have hope 
we rise in the morning 
a new start 
He’s here 
so where there is fear 
never lose hope 
never lose sight 
of His steps 
for He blesses our day 
everyday
Amen

Sunday Sunset 
Lynn Navarro 

We’d be driving now
Headed home
Holding hands
Quiet and thinking back 
Over our day
How we’d headed out
This morning
Our precious time together
Another adventure
How we loved that
To go on an adventure
Searching for the memories 
We would always hold 
In our hearts
Forever, siempre, mi amor
I’d steal a look at you sideways
At least I have the memories
We’d be holding hands 
Quiet, headed home
Anticipating more
Smiling to ourselves
We’d be driving now,
Headed home.
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Art Therapy
The life-affirming pleasure of art-making is inherently therapeutic. Of-
ten both the art process and product help us to understand our current 
environments, reduce stress, enhance cognitive ability, and increase 
awareness of self and others. They may also be used as a form of prayer 
or journaling. It is common for artists to spontaneously respond to their 
own art or that of others with both art and poetry. The art and poetry 
below have been submitted through a variety of non-clinical, though 
often life-giving, art-based classes in venues around Texas.

Pray with Art
Chaplain Bill Neel

The “Pray with Art” class introduced participants to the ben-
efits of calming oneself, reducing stress, and getting in touch 
with one’s spiritual self. The course was five weeks long, with a 
two-hour session each week. Participants used a variety of ma-
terials including white and black paper, markers, crayons, and 
Prismacolor pencils both white and colored. Most people who 
attended had no formal art training. Art directives focused on 
creating mandalas and allowing oneself to create art in a safe 
environment listening to meditative music.

1. The first art directive was to experience the calming effect of 
“Praying with Art.” Participants created drawings on black paper 
with white Prismacolor pencils to help center and calm themselves.

 
Angela Giron

2. This art directive, “Finding the Light Within,” encompassed 
mandala drawing. Black paper and white Prismacolor pencils were 
the only materials. Participants were to allow the spirit to move 
them as they created a luminous drawing of the divine of their in-
ner being. Drawings were to begin at the center and move outward.

 

Rebecca Vasquez

3. The next art directive built upon the mandalas created in 
white pencil by adding color to the artwork with Prismacolor 
pencils. Participants listened to meditative music as the spirit 
moved them to create their artwork and reduce stress.

 

 
Gabriela Richie

 

Tracy Shadouh

4. The final art directive asked the question, “What is God say-
ing to you?” Participants experimented with a scribble drawing 
using white Prismacolor pencils on black paper and then adding 
color to the artwork to bring it alive (see image on next page).
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Rebecca Vasquez

Poetry & Dreams
Poetry, Dreams, and Interpretation

Climbing and Falling
Sasha Guzman

Dream: In the beginning of the dream, I am in a little apartment in 
a low socioeconomic area, and I am being taken care of by some-
one close to me. He makes sure that I eat. Boxes of fruit are left 
outside, delivered by men who bring them to my door. I observe 
the world by looking out my window. I put on gold earrings in 
front of an armoire. I am a bit spoiled, life is easy, and I am able 
to satisfy my desires. Then, it is time to leave my apartment. We 
must leave quickly, and I am slightly shaken. The scene changes, 
and we now live in a garden house connected to a shopping mall. 
The mall is high-end and new. The whole center is like an obstacle 
course: little silver ladders and levels are all throughout. It is a 
wealthy area and I feel lucky to live there. I walk through the gar-
dens of the mall and by a gently flowing river where two women 
come up to me and want to fight. I run away from them quickly. 
They want to fight for a good cause, but I do not know that at the 
time. I lose them for a moment and proceed through the garden. I 
climb up and down the ladders, and almost fall several times get-
ting down. The bottom of the ladder is too far from the ground; I 
do not know how to get down. I end up hanging at the bottom of 
the ladder and trying to figure out what to do. I am better at climb-
ing up the ladder than getting back down. Sometimes I climb up 
things other than ladders, like architectural walls. I climb up a 
wall on a beautiful white building, which is the highest distance 
off the ground, and hang from the edge; I see a white bridge to 
my right. The scene changes, and I am now at a small bridge in a 
dense garden of pine trees; it is beautiful and made of fine wood. 
The two women who wanted to fight with me before are going to 
help me now. They have assigned me a personal fitness trainer. 
The personal trainer is a man—strong and of large build; he is 
friendly and helpful as well. I take a small medicine ball and bal-
ance on it. My hands are on top of the ball, and my legs are out in 
front of me on either side of the ball. It is similar to a gymnastics 
strength training pose. I begin to levitate higher and higher. Again 
the problem is that I do not know how to get down. The women 
and the trainer tell me not to fall, but I slam onto the floor in a 
heavy fall. The trainer’s job is to teach me how to rise high and 
for me to be able to get down again. Next, I am with Ramoo, my 

 

dog, in a bedroom. He keeps climbing to the top of a folded mat-
tress and falling down again. I am laughing at his struggle while I 
clean up the room. The person caring for me looks in on us to see 
what is going on. Meanwhile, a black cat sits by his cat food, his 
demeanor cautious and a little scared. End of dream.

Interpretation: During this time in my life I had just finished an-
other semester at the university and had completed many goals. I 
felt happy and successful but had not come down from a higher 
level of consciousness to reach the unconscious mind to balance 
myself. I usually come back down from this psychological high 
by bouncing ideas off others. Sometimes, however, it is not pos-
sible to spend time with friends and family. The person caring 
for me in the dream is symbolically one of those people. Accom-
plishing goals is represented by the silver ladder in the dream: a 
precious metal and the act of climbing. I am in a beautiful garden, 
which shows the potential for growth in my life. I need to find my 
own independence of thought. The bridges indicate that I am pre-
paring to solve my problem. I need some help, though, because 
I am having trouble getting back to my unconscious mind. The 
individuation process cannot happen without balance, so I need 
both of these aspects of my psyche to become better. Two wom-
en, both motherly and familiar, whom I may have met before in 
my waking life and with whom I felt very comfortable, want to 
help me, to take care of me. They are a part of myself that has the 
solution to my problem, but I have to listen. They are figures that 
guide me. They are the opposite of the spirit, the rising up; they 
are closer to the Earth, the other half of the Self that I am having 
trouble reaching. I levitate in the dream but fall down, which 
symbolically shows this struggle. The women assign me a per-
sonal trainer, who will help me become stronger and wiser. I am 
on the right path in that I want to come back down after accom-
plishing new things in my life, but I need greater independence 
of thought and wisdom to do so. Initially, at the beginning of the 
dream, someone close to me is my caregiver. I do not need to 
grow because my needs are met automatically. Then the situation 
calls for more; the time comes for me to make a transition in my 
life, and my unconscious agrees. At the end of the dream there 
are animals, my pet and a cat. They are my instincts, which in the 
apartment sort of ran things, because I was living off my desires. 
At the end of the dream I gain better control of the instincts, in 
that they are contained better; I am cleaning up, and there is more 
structure. In conclusion, I must become independent psychologi-
cally in order to keep balance in my life.

Trancendence 
Sasha Guzman

Crying transcends the reality 
In which the death of the soul feels close
The bounce of tears touching the floor
Heavy and round
Humanity in each delicate drop.
Standing over the shoulder of the weeping,
A person, familiar, 
Stands anonymous, but is always there
In the moonlight of emotions,
Of the soft sun,
Holding the sacred moment 
Bathed in the alchemical mixture,
Renewed.
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Writers on Writers:
Which Writers Most Influenced Other Writers?

As we continue to celebrate San Antonio’s Tricentennial, we have 
asked local writers, and writers tied to San Antonio, to tell us 
which teachers, mentors, and writers have influenced them most. 
In this issue we hear from Jay Brandon and Octavio Quintanilla.

Worlds Waiting to Be Born
Jay Brandon

I started writing stories very early, when I was nine or ten 
years old. (Accounts differ: I once gave a newspaper interview 
in which I said I started writing in fifth grade. Not long after that 
I ran into my fourth grade teacher, who said, “No, you started 
writing when you were in my class.”) To my surprise, my teach-
ers encouraged me. This was long before writing was taught in 
schools. I thought I was stealing time from my schoolwork, but 
when my teachers found me writing fiction they gave me time 
to do it. So thank you to my early encouragers: Ms. Dworaczyk, 
Ms. Flach, Mr. Clarkson.

I started writing because I was such a voracious reader, and 
as soon I started, as I read, I imagined how the stories would 
come out. Often I preferred my narratives to the writer’s, so I 
began writing my own. One of my favorite early authors was 
Walter R. Brooks, who wrote many books about Freddy the Pig 
and the other talking animals on the Bean Farm. I later learned 
Mr. Brooks died about the time I started school, but before that 
he wrote dozens of volumes about these inventive and social 
animals, long before Animal Farm. Unknowingly, I must have 
picked up a lot about narrative and social interaction among char-
acters from him.

Then I discovered Elizabeth Enright. The first book of hers I 
got from the school library was The Four-Story Mistake. I picked 
it out because I thought it was about fiction: a writer’s mistake 
that infected four short stories. But the title character was a 
house, one intended to be four stories tall but was only three, so 
the owner had added a cupola on top. In that book the Melendy 
family moved into the house: Randy (Miranda), Rush, Oliver, 
Mona. Motherless children whose father worked most of the 
time in D.C., they were raised by their housekeeper and by them-
selves. (The books were written and set during World War II, but 
except for the occasional scrap drive and Father off fighting the 
war, that had little effect on these children’s lives in upstate New 
York.) Their books (the others were The Saturdays, Then There 
Were Five, and Spiderweb for Two) were full of their adventures 
in ordinary settings: their back yard, the woods near their house, 
neighbors’ houses, school, the town. I read those books again and 
again, later got my brother and sister interested in them, and still 
later read them to my own children. The last novel, after the older 
children have gone off to school and only Randy and Oliver are 
left at home, is a treasure hunt for the two youngest children, with 
one handwritten clue leading to another that takes them months 
to follow to the end. I later made hunts like those for my children, 
who loved them.

My parents had a lot of books in the house, mostly Reader’s 
Digest Condensed Books, which included many novels I really 

 

liked. My parents expected as a matter of course when I started 
getting novels published that one of them would eventually end 
up in a Condensed Book. I kept telling them how low their rate 
of acceptance was, but then, what do you know, my novel Local 
Rules was published in the Reader’s Digest Condensed Books 
series. I think that’s when my parents were proudest of me.

I discovered Nancy Drew on my parents’ shelves, too, but 
that’s another story. My parents also had a set of matching bound 
classics. During the summers I read almost everything on those 
shelves. The summer after fifth grade I came across The Adven-
tures of Tom Sawyer. I only knew it was a classic because it said 
so right on the cover. I just thought it was a story about a boy 
who was almost exactly my age. Soon I came across a scene 
I’ve never forgotten. Tom, the scoundrel, is sitting innocently at 
the table waiting for Aunt Polly to put supper on it, when his 
cousin Sid, the perpetual good boy, tries to steal sugar and ends 
up knocking over the sugar bowl. Aunt Polly comes in, sees the 
mess, and unexpectedly cuffs Tom’s ear. His sweet cousin Mary 
immediately says, “Sid did it!” Aunt Polly, confused and (I real-
ized years later) upset with herself, instead of apologizing says, 
“Well, you didn’t get a lick amiss, I reckon. Likely you been 
up to something else I don’t know about.” (I’m reproducing this 
from memory, but it’s pretty accurate, I think.)

Tom, horribly offended at the injustice done to him, skulks 
away and sulks for the rest of the evening, not letting anyone 
near him. Later, when his cousin Mary comes in from an evening 
of fun, full of laughter and high spirits, Tom slinks away, because 
he can’t stand to have anything interfere with “hugging his mis-
ery to himself.”

That scene impressed me deeply because with no trouble at 
all I could imagine myself in it. Because I too had felt that exact 
same way, enjoying my misery so much I couldn’t bear to let it 
go. I just didn’t know any other human had ever felt that way. I 
thought it was unique to me, until I read that scene.

That was what cemented my desire to be a writer. It seemed to 
me the best thing a writer could accomplish: to convey to a reader 
that other people had had the same feelings the reader had. Mark 
Twain became my favorite writer. He was the first to make me 
aware of the writers behind the books I loved, and that I could 
be one of them.

Those were my early influences, the teachers who encouraged 
me, and the writers of books I loved. Writing about this has brought 
back to me how much fun it all was, discovering a world of stories 
that weren’t true, that were waiting to be made up. It still is.
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Ito Romo: 
A Micro-Essay on How His Work Inspires

Octavio Quintanilla 

San Antonio writer Ito Romo writes fiction, but his approach is 
poetic. Since I first read his short story collection The Border is 
Burning, published in 2013 by University of New Mexico Press, 
I have thought about how narrative and poetics can work hand 
in hand to create stories, to create poetry. Because Romo shapes 
fiction like a poet, I must say that he has been inspirational in the 
way I think about narrative and poetry. 

If you haven’t read Romo’s work, let me just say that his char-
acters in The Border Is Burning belong to the working class, the 
poor, the underdogs. They are men and women with addictions 
and personal struggles that often lead them into darkness, a dark-
ness often so deep it almost touches bone. Most of them don’t 
have a chance, but they fight anyway. 

The stories are minimalist, characterized by an economy of 
expression; some could even be called flash fiction. But there is 
a reason for this. As I have pointed out, Ito Romo works like a 
poet: every sentence, every word, every punctuation mark mat-
ters. Just as his characters should matter to us. To our communi-
ties. Romo knows the South Texas borderland, and he is familiar 
with the people, the characters. The place we encounter in his 
stories is real, it exists, and some of us know it. What is amazing 
is how he configures language into beauty as he creates charac-
ters that are often flawed. The best kind. 

One of the things I like about the writer Jorge Luis Borges is 
that he pretended that the book he wanted to write had already 
been written by someone else, some unknown hypothetical au-
thor, and that his task was to describe and review this invented 
book. This brings me to Ito Romo. He is not a “hypothetical” 
author—he is right here with us—in San Antonio—and his book 
is not an invented book. It’s right here in my hands. However, 
like Borges, I do sometimes wish I had written it.

The Artist, the Public, and Public Art:
Why the Conversation Matters

Caroline Davis

Public art and the artist’s voice have always mattered and al-
ways informed the public. Picasso’s Guernica, a commissioned 
work that was exhibited for the first time in the Spanish Pavilion 
of the 1937 World’s Fair in Paris, was a very public work of art 
that revealed a truth about the atrocities committed by Franco and 
Hitler during the Spanish Civil War. Picasso himself hadn’t been 

to Spain in three years prior to completing the painting and was 
inspired to complete it by an article written for The Times about 
the bombing of the Spanish town. When confronted by a Gestapo 
officer with a photograph of the painting, the officer asked, “Did 
you do this?” Picasso replied, “No, you did.” This story reveals a 
truth about artistic purpose and public reception of art. It speaks 
to the duality of the nature of art: the artist’s perspective, vision, 
and meaning versus the public’s unpredictable and diverse ways 
of interpreting the art and issues before them. To the Nazi, Picas-
so’s work was a piece of offensive, degenerate art. The question 
was an accusation, a demand for a confession. To Picasso, the 
guilt lay in the original atrocity, the act of aggression. The ironic 
exchange gets to the heart of the need for public art. The public 
needs these interactions with events and ideas, and they need the 
experience of wrestling with the contradictions.

When I was a young artist and thought of the art I made, I tried 
to be very aware of my placement in the chain, the links between 
the relevant art of one artist and another. In a sense I made art in 
a vacuum, devoid of consideration of the public. Much of my art-
making was a self-conscious act ending in victory or disappoint-
ment. The stakes were always so high that I’m surprised I made 
anything, let alone anything I could deem worthy of exhibiting. 
As I went on to 
get a graduate 
degree in art, 
my vocabulary 
got more com-
plex, and the 
chain got lon-
ger. I made art 
that had mean-
ing to me, ex-
posed it to oth-
ers, and hoped 
it connected. I 
thought about 
art often, but I didn’t fully explore the power of art from the 
perspective of the viewer’s effect on the artwork itself and the 
difficulty that viewer faced in making meaning out of my work. 
Recognizing the complexity of the connection between the artist 
and the audience presented an entirely new learning curve.

The challenges to the connection and communication between 
the artist and viewer are formidable. First, the artist 
must have an idea and effectively execute it. Sec-
ond, the audience must receive the idea through its 
own filters, expectations, and values. I had recog-
nized this fact much earlier when I showed an aunt 
a series of photographs created over a two-year 
period in which I explored abandoned spaces and 
things, reinhabited in time by various plants and ani-
mals, mysterious and beautiful to me. Her response: 
“Why can’t you take pictures of something nice, 
like flowers?” She wanted pretty. I wanted beauty 
and meaning. Her favorite artist at the time was 

Thomas Kinkade. Mine was Amedeo Modigliani. The conversa-
tion lacked a starting point. Clearly nothing is wrong with deco-
rative art, such as a beautiful vessel to enrich and add meaning 
to your space or a sculptural piece of jewelry to adorn the body. I 
appreciate and create a great deal of decorative art and high craft.
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The awareness and joy of aesthetics is a human gift and a power-
ful one. But to initiate a deeper conversation, we must sometimes 
sacrifice comfort for dissonance.

 I’ve taught college students about art, both what it can be 
and how to make some of it. I hear the thoughts of young art-

ists every day, as well as 
the voices of the students 
that have no interest in 
what art does for a per-
son, society, or human-
ity. These voices are re-
vealing and important. I 
teach an entire course to 
both groups that attempts 
to get students to answer 
the following questions: 
What is art? What can 
it do? Why do we care? 
I learn something new 
about how art can af-
fect people every single 
time I teach the course. 
All art, but especially 
public art, stands at the 

intersection of these questions and challenges people, often an 
entire society, to converse with it. Ultimately, that’s what art-
ists do: they converse with people, using whatever media will 
allow them the freedom and power to speak. The artist is where 
this process begins, and artists have the primary responsibility 
to initiate and foster a conversation with the public through their 
work. The audience is an active participant, not a passive re-
ceptor. In order to communicate effectively, the artist must be 
willing, even excited, about engaging with people outside the 
artworld. The world is full of great art, from T. S. Eliot’s poetry 
to Marcel Duchamp’s readymades, that arguably are best re-
ceived by artists, are conversations with past and contemporary 
counterparts, and are sometimes difficult for the public to con-
nect with. For public art to be effective, it must be able to stand 
outside the bubble of the museum or the gallery and maintain 
its relevance. It must become important to the viewer without 
relying on the signposts art typically depends upon to declare its 
elevated status. Additionally, it must impart meaning without the 
need for further context, no artist statements, no price tags, no 
docents or art historians. The artist must be mindful to include 
enough context and content in the piece itself to lead the viewer 
to the meaning. Otherwise the art is inaccessible, and if public 
art isn’t accessible, it surrenders its power. These are not the only 
considerations an artist must make when creating work meant 
for a wider public audience, but I believe they are at the heart of 
being an artist with integrity, as well as an artist who desires to 
participate in one of the greatest gifts art has to give: connection 
with other people.

These conversations between artists and viewers have always 
been loaded and challenging. Art can spark understanding almost 
as quickly as personal experience. How does one reveal a des-
perately important truth about hunger to a person who has never 
felt its bite? The personal experience of being powerless to fulfill 
such a necessary and basic need is the fastest way to reveal a 
truth. But communicating suffering through the eyes, ears, and 
mind is second only to experience. Unfortunately, the public 

isn’t taught to appreciate or interact with art in a meaningful way. 
Adults come to me half-blind and -deaf to artistic experience and 
communication. By the time I meet them, there is often distrust 
of art itself and the personal voice of the artist. There is, in fact, 
a distrust of every voice except the ones saying little that is chal-
lenging to that individual. This is problematic, because good art 
must challenge.

Challenge fosters growth, but most people strive for equilib-
rium, reassurance, and stability. They want their core beliefs 
reinforced and validated. Cognitive dissonance is the enemy of 
intellectual comfort, and people naturally want to avoid discom-
fort of any kind. When presented with art that challenges their 
beliefs about art itself, or patriotism, or God, or the human condi-
tion, they push back against it. This pushback can take the form 
of denying that what they are seeing is in fact art at all. They can 
say it’s bad art. They can demand censoring the artist’s voice. Of 
course, they can also let the art piece move through their con-
structed “rooms” and let it sit in their reality and converse. When 
such a conversation occurs, art is at its most powerful. This is 
why public art plays such an important role in potentially mov-
ing people. They experience that work of art, that performance, 
that memorial, that sculpture, that mural outside of a contrived, 
stilted space. They experience it in their own space free of the 
learned expectations of what art should look like. The art is 
freed, to a certain extent, of the institutional spaces of the art 
world and all its requisite baggage. Public art is an egalitarian in-
tellectual and emotional stimulus. An entrance fee isn’t required, 
nor reservation needed. Hushed reverence is not expected. What 
we don’t like to admit about our culture is that there is a con-
stant cost for everything, a pervasive assumption that you must 
“pay to play.” Museums in this country are not, by and large, 
free spaces. Entrance fees and costs for new exhibits can quickly 
become deterrents for people to visit and revisit, for the public 
to become comfortable with art in formal settings. Galleries are 
free but not inviting to the public. They are art stores. “Are you 
a serious buyer?” is the inherent question that wafts through-
out that space for those who aren’t patrons or artists themselves. 
Often these spaces and their costs are prohibitive to the public. 
Relegating art to private and formal spaces weakens the power 
of art and  isolates the artist. The more public art is, the more 
powerful its voice.

One thing that hasn’t changed for me over the years is the be-
lief that art making is about integrity, the honest attempt by the 
artist to make something meaningful and communicative. But the 
public has a responsibility in this equation too. The public must 
do its intellectual work when confronted by art, and society must 
give its people the tools to do this successfully through educa-
tion and exposure. The public can’t validate only art that uplifts 
them emotionally, looks pretty, or reinforces their own world 
view. Art shouldn’t be only about skill with a brush or how the 
artist “painted the light.” People should embrace the idea that to 
achieve its function, art must sometimes upset, anger, or con-
fuse. The public needs to insist that their spaces have meaningful 
stimuli and not just advertisements for things to consume or ideas 
that the majority find unobjectionable. Most importantly, the arts 
can’t remain just in the museums and galleries of a country. Art 
must live in the public eye; art has to be experienced in context 
of people’s lives to be important and understood. Fight for public 
art. Advocate for the personal voice of an artist to inhabit and 
enliven the public space.
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Fulfillment: Diary of an Amazonian Picker 
(continued)

Paul Juhasz

Day 124:
One of the most frustrating moments in a child’s life happens 

when well-thought-out and eminently reasonable positions are 
countered by a parent’s dismissive “Because I said so” response. 

Arbitrary authority trumping enlightened rationality can be un-
pleasantly frustrating.

Having long since reached adulthood, I had assumed that I was 
now free and clear of the “Because I said so” argument. 

But I was wrong; I work at Amazon.
For example, when an item I’m supposed to pick cannot be 

located in the indicated bin, I am required to scan each and every 
item in that bin to prove to my computer overlord that I am not 
in fact a dumbass. 

This takes time; anywhere between 35 seconds to 2 minutes, 
depending on the size of the bin and on how densely it’s packed. 

I know this because my scanner continues to count down my 
allotted time to find the item even though I have already indi-
cated it is not here. 

Things that cost time threaten rate numbers, and things that 
threaten rate numbers threaten employment.

Me: “But why do I have to scan every single item? I was asked 
to pick a DVD. It is painfully obvious, simply by looking into the 
bin, that there is not a single DVD of any kind in the bin.”

Amazon: “Because I said so.”
Me: “If there is a dozen of a single item, like rolls of Scotch 

tape, why do I have to scan all 12 when the item I am looking for, 
say bacon-printed Band-Aids, is not Scotch tape?”

Amazon: “Because I said so.”
Me: “Why is my job so soul-crushingly hellish?”
Amazon: “Because I said so.”
I hate this place.

Day 125:
Sometimes I worry about the things Dr. Sam Banner says to 

me.
Sam: “You know, it’s just a matter of time until someone here 

snaps and goes postal.”
Me: “Yeah, I’ve often wondered how there hasn’t been a mass 

shooting here yet. Particularly when Mike is working.”
Sam: “You want to know what I would do if I were going to 

shoot up this place?”
Me: “Um, reconsider?”
Sam: “No, man. I’d do it during lunch break. With most of the 

shift concentrated in this room, think of all the people you could 
take out.”

He must have noticed that I did not share his appreciation of 
the opportunity, for he added:

Sam: “Don’t worry, man. If I’m ever going to do something 
like that, I’ll give you a heads-up that you might want to go out 
for lunch.”

Me: “Thank you, Sam.”
Boy am I glad I gave that guy those Krimpets.

Day 126:
Tonight a co-worker showed up wearing a red-and-white verti-

cal striped shirt, blue pants, and a stocking cap.

 

I ran up to him and yelled “There you are! I’ve been looking 
all over for you!”

Day 127:
I had a dream that I entered an aisle only to find Brad swinging 

a double-sided dildo over his head like it was some flesh-colored 
phallic lasso while declaring “It’s girth that matters.”

Then I realized that this was not a dream, it was just a Tuesday.
I hate this place. 

Day 128:
Wynton Marsalis’ Christmas Jazz Jam is an awesome CD.
Unless you don’t like jazz. 
Or Christmas. 
Then you may just want to listen to something else.

Day 129:
Even though it has a profoundly harmful impact on my physi-

cal and mental well-being, there are times when I simply marvel 
at Amazon’s ability to craft new levels of torment.

To accommodate parking needs for all of the seasonal hires, 
Amazon opens up a secondary parking lot about a quarter of a 
mile away from the factory. Buses shuttle workers to the facility.

They only run two buses, though.
There are upwards of 1,000 workers during a peak season shift.
At the beginning of a shift, this is merely annoying.
But at the end of an 11 hour shift, few people feel like waiting 

up to 10 minutes unsheltered in the cold, the piercing wind, or the 
snow for the next bus.

And so we walk to the overflow lot.
Because, hey, after walking 23 miles that night, what’s another 

quarter mile?
Oh, and it’s uphill.
Why the hell wouldn’t it be uphill?
I hate this place.

Day 130:
Feeling the palpable stress and tension in the air as peak season 

continues, I desperately want to lift the spirit of my peoples.
Two hours into the shift, in the West Mod’s bin C1 D24, I saw 

how.
Donning the latex hippopotamus mask (and really, why 

wouldn’t somebody produce, package, market, and sell latex hip-
popotamus masks?), I wandered the Mod, calling out:

“I’m so hungry! Does anyone have some marbles?”
No one laughed. 
I find myself surrounded by a joyless people incapable of mirth.

Day 131:
Tonight Mike sent me to do paper picks. A paper pick is nec-

essary if a box is packed but is missing one item (overlooked 
or sent up damaged), so they write the location down on paper 
and send a runner to the Mods to get it and rush it back to the 
packer. 

I’ll do this for 11 hours.
After he explains it to me, I said, “So I’m basically playing 

fetch? Like a dog.”
“Um, yeah, I guess you could look at it that way.”
“Do I get treats?”
“What?”
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“Treats. Like dogs and dolphins do. Anchovies or biscuits. I’d 
prefer anchovies, but dog biscuits could work. Just not the green 
ones. Those suck.”

Rubbing his face with his hands, he replied “No, Paul. You do 
not get treats. Just do it.”

“But dolphins get treats.”
“But we don’t use dolphins for this; we use people. Like you.”
“I’m not surprised. Dolphins wouldn’t work under these no-

treat conditions.”
“Just get to work, Paul!”
I turned to go, but then I was struck by another thought. “Would 

you at least rub my belly when I return with the pick?”
“What the hell are you talking about?!” Mike shouted (I’ve 

noticed lately that he has some anger issues).
“C’mon, man. I’ll do that leg thing.”
“Paul, go!”
“Pat my head maybe?”
“JUST GET TO WORK!!”
This place sucks.
And I don’t think he likes me very much.

Day 132:
It has been brought to my attention that singing “Massa Got Me 

Working” while picking is frowned upon by this establishment.
Apparently, “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot” is also out.
How will I survive this if I am not allowed to sing the songs of 

my peoples?

Day 133:
I think it’s awesome that one can buy gift cards at Amazon for 

other stores (GameStop or Applebee’s for example).
There is nothing like being too lazy to shop when you’re al-

ready being too lazy to shop.

Day 134:
Undaunted by my failure a few days ago, I once again attempt-

ed to lighten the mood of this place.
From one bin, I grabbed a Batman mask and put it on. 
From another, a straw sombrero.
I then resumed picking, greeting my peoples with a “Me llamo 

Bat hombre” when we passed.
To mix things up a bit, I would occasionally throw out (in my 

best Christian Bale I-need-a-throat-lozenge voice), “De dónde 
Rachel!?!”

I also yelled, “El perro es grande y negro,” because why not?
I was having a bit more success than the Hungry, Hungry, Hip-

po bit. That is, I was until Mike showed up.
“Paul, what are you doing?” he asked, in what may have been 

an exasperated voice.
“Having fun.”
Mike’s blank stare seemed to require some elaboration.
“It’s the new peak season slogan. You know: ‘Work Hard. 

Have Fun. Make’—look, it’s the second one, dammit! (This last, 
because he looked like he had no idea what I was talking about). 
Aren’t we supposed to have fun? ’Cause I gotta tell you, this 
(pointing at the mask/sombrero ensemble) is fun!”

After a moment or two of silence, Mike replied: “We don’t re-
ally mean it.”

This place sucks.
And I’m really starting to think he doesn’t like me very much.

Day 135: 
One of the more fucked-up aspects of the peak season park-

ing situation is that many people will voluntarily show up well 
before shift starts in order to get a spot on the lower lot and avoid 
the shuttle bus. 

Coming in 15 minutes earlier than usual was initially good 
enough, but as more people tried to circumvent the bus, a tempo-
ral arms race began. 

There are now some people who show up an hour and a half 
before shift and just sit in their cars or in the break room.

I find this madness.

Day 136:
My feet hurt. 
I mean really hurt. 
But not as much as my brain after the conversation I just had 

with a co-worker.
Me: “I gotta tell you, I can’t stand the Elf on the Shelf thing.”
Her: “I know. Those things creep me out. I could never have 

one. It would freak me out too much when it moved.”
Me (after a confused pause): “Wait, what?”
Her: “I’d be scared knowing it was moving around.”
Me: “Um, you would move it. It’s not a real elf.”
Her: “I know that silly, it’s a robot elf.”
Me: “No. No, it’s not a robot elf either. It’s a plush toy that you 

move to create delight for small children and to annoy the shit out 
of your Facebook friends.” 

Her (sounding quite disappointed): “Oh. Guess I can get one 
then.”

And with that, she walked away.
Me? I sat on a pallet and cried.
I hate this place.

Day 137:
One of the problems with working peak season hours is I don’t 

have much time for typical holiday season activities, such as writ-
ing Christmas cards, so tonight, I penned a brief holiday missive 
during lunch break that I shall send to all my friends and family:

Dear friends and family:
This holiday season I offer the following advice to those who 

may be using Amazon this holiday season:
If you receive your order and it actually contains the items you 

requested—and they are not damaged—you should do the fol-
lowing:

a) offer up a prayer of thanksgiving to whichever deity you 
deem worthy of worship, and
b) immediately sanitize the item(s) and anything it/they may 
reasonably have come in contact with. Taken as a whole, my 
co-workers are a dimwitted, cretinous, hygienically-chal-
lenged bunch of social misfits of questionable mental stability. 

They believe the Elf on the Shelf is a sentient being; they 
voluntarily elect to be a one-man Quality Control Department 
for sex toys; they show each other their abscesses; they pop 
whitehead zits in the Mods and then resume picking; they 
do the one-nostril-closed snot blow into trash cans; they are 
unable to find section D despite standing in section C, and I 
won’t even discuss what they do to the bathrooms.

I would not rely on anti-bacterial soap or hand-sanitizing gels.
You may want to consider using a blow torch.
Please understand that this advice is offered to you all in lieu
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of an actual Christmas gift.
You’re welcome.

As far as capturing the holiday spirit, I think Tiny Tim’s got 
nothing on me!

Day 138: 
In the last half an hour, I’ve picked the DVDs Nursing Home 

Orgy and Bang a Midget # 2.
There is truly no hope for us.

Day 139:
There are workers here (and not just a few) who bust their ass 

to reach 180% of rate, an achievement for which they receive no 
extra bonus, unless you count the occasional contest prize of a 
few Amazon bucks—repurposed Monopoly money that they can 
then turn in, should they be fortunate enough to amass 80 or more 
of these “prizes,” for a beach ball, Frisbee, or an Amazon visor.

Yet at the end of every quarter shift, there they are, inspecting 
the rate sheets and squealing in unmerited delight should their 
name appear at the top of the list.

These are the same fuckers who hide the scanners with the 
shoulder straps, because they feel saving three nanoseconds by 
having the scanner at hand’s reach (rather than having to grab it 
from the holder attached to the cart, like the rest of the unwashed 
masses do), is the key to such high rate scores.

Sometimes it is really hard to care about my peoples.
 

Day 140:
A significantly large number of gay and lesbian individuals 

work here. 
I asked Kevin why he thought this was.
“It’s safe,” he replied. 
And he’s right. The entire system here denies the humanity of 

all of its workers; policies prevent socialization (talking to a co-
worker is Time Off Task). Our names and identities are not im-
portant; our rate is. In any system that denies identity to all, no 
one particular identity can be marginalized.

So, if you happen to be searching for a positive spin on deper-
sonalization in the work place, there you go. 

Here, we’re all dehumanized equally.

Day 141:
If someone wants to buy a toy plastic bag, the hell do we wrap 

it in? 

Day 142:
There’s an old woman here who carries around a bag of 

Werther’s candies and offers you one when she sees you (wheth-
er she is copying Mabel or if this is a case of divergent evolution, 
I can’t say). I found this somewhat endearing and always grate-
fully accepted the proffered candy.

That is, until she made the yummy noise.
I was bending over to reach into a floor-level bin when I heard 

the yummy noise. 
Looking back over my shoulder I saw her eyes locked on my 

ass.
“Delicious,” she said.
She then extended the bag.
What was once kind and genial now had a sordid, Brothers 

Grimm feel to it.

 

“No thanks,” I said.
“Simply delicious,” she repeated, running her tongue across 

her lips once, before turning away.
I feel so dirty and cheap.

Day 143:
I suspect Mike does not think I’m a very good worker.
I tried to change that impression tonight.
It did not go well.
As I returned from break this evening, I noticed a Gaylord—

one of thousands of 8′-9′ cardboard boxes used for various stor-
age purposes placed throughout the factory—with a sign on it 
reading: “Inactive Gaylord.” 

Recalling that the first directive of our new peak season moti-
vational slogan is “Work Hard,” I was upset by this lazy Gaylord 
brazenly defying corporate will.

Time, I thought, to bring in Mike.
Me: “We have a problem.”
Mike: “What’s wrong now, Paul?”
While I did not really care for that “now” part, I pressed on.
Me: “There’s an inactive Gaylord, just being all inactive and 

stuff. Right dead-smack in the middle of the factory floor, too. 
Where everyone can see.”

Mike: “Paul, I have no idea what you’re talking about.”
Me: “I’m talking about the Inactive Gaylord. Over there. We’re 

supposed to ‘Work Hard’ and ‘Make History’ and shit like that, 
but that Gaylord just sits there, inactive. I tried to straighten it 
out. I yelled ‘Get to work, Gaylord,’ and ‘Stop being so inactive!’ 
and stuff like that, but it just kept on standing there. Doing noth-
ing. So shameless, it even had a sign bragging about how inactive 
it was being.”

Mike blinked at me silently for a few beats.
Me: “Fucking Gaylord” (added because Mike seemed to need 

some type of concluding clarifying statement).
After burying his head in his hands for a minute (no doubt 

overwhelmed by my impressive display of company synergy), 
he asked me to get back to work.

I’m not sure he understands me very well.

Day 144:
Tonight, as I picked a 128-oz bottle of Spunk lubricant, a rapid-

fire sequence of thoughts shot through my mind.
Thought one: Stay classy, America. Stay classy.
Thought two: Holy Crap! That’s a gallon of lube!
Thought three: Who in the hell would buy a GALLON of 

lube!?! 
Later in my shift, as I limped down the Green Mile, I noted that 

Brad was chatting with The Sarge at the latter’s desk. A few mo-
ments later, DJ Mike joined them.

I considered this Justice League of perverts and I thought: 
“That’s who would buy a gallon of lube.”

This place sucks.

Day 145:
The break area TV has been locked onto CNN for the past two 

months. And my break is timed to the broadcast and then re-
broadcast of the same show.

If I have to watch Piers Morgan one more time, my descent into 
madness will be complete.

to be continued…
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Amor por un rato
Tisha Reichle

The sun, no longer visible in the distant west, leaves linger-
ing heat inside the house. While the rice simmers on the stove, I 
step out the back door where the shade is cooler. I only close the 
screen so I can hear the stove timer in fifteen minutes.

Yoli waves from across the circle where she’s hanging towels 
to dry.

“She shoulda done that in the sun.” I mumble, sweeping the 
dirt off the back step. But we both worked all day and sometimes 
night is the only time for towels. They’ll be dry by morning, a 
benefit of warm desert nights.

So are these. I bend down to touch the hardy pink flowers in the 
pot near my feet. Their fuchsia screams louder than all the others 
in the neighborhood. “Mira que bonita,” I tell her. “Amor por 
un rato. I’m so sure. Amor por siempre.” My plants are the only 
love that will last forever. Her succulent leaves are plump with 
the moisture from last week’s drizzle. She won’t need watering 
again until Sunday. “Floritas chulitas,” I whisper.

Most people overwater but otherwise ignore their plants. Not 
me. I know plants, flowers, and even though I don’t want to, how 
to grow vegetables. At least the ones here in the Imperial Valley: 
lettuce, carrots, tomatoes, melon.

I sit. The concrete still holds some heat, so I inch forward to 
the step’s edge, enjoying a moment alone. Not worrying about 
my children. The two older ones can look after the others better 
than I can. 

Yoli flipflops across the concrete in the quiet darkness as she 
approaches. Her cigarette tip lights brighter with each inhale.

“Y su esposo?” she asks, her tone a bit accusatory.
“Si sabes. ’Sta trabajando.” Ever since my husband started a 

second job cleaning the Catholic school at night so the kids can 
go for free, the viejas in this neighborhood have been talking. 
Suggesting infidelities they think I don’t hear.

If I was cruel, I’d ask Yoli the same question. But I know her 
husband is gone. When their oldest finished high school, he said 
he was going to visit his family in Texas. “Por un rato,” he said. 
He hasn’t returned.

Instead, I reach over and take the cigarette dangling from her 
hand. Just one long drag, or my face will get all dry, my lips all 
wrinkly like hers.

Yoli leans toward the rose bush under my daughters’ bedroom 
window. “You grow roses like this all summer. Como bruja.” She 
touches the top of a bright green leaf with her fingertip. “Mine 
are all burnt and fulla holes.”

“Yours get too much sun all day. Move them to the front of the 
house.”

She waves me off before taking the last drag. “Too much work.”
I walk over to the hose and open the faucet, leaving the hottest 

water on the grass and when it’s almost cool, hold it at the rose 
bush base to soak the ground slowly. “Mi linda amarilla,” I say to 
the one yellow bloom.

Yoli rolls her eyes at me.

“Mira que celosa,” I tell the red ones, four tiny buds that will 
bloom in a week or two. “La Yoli wants hers to be as beautiful 
as you are.”

Yoli kicks her chancla in the direction of the now damp earth. 
“Sabes que, smells more like hay than roses.”

I smile. One of the farmers at church traded me a bag of carrots 
for a bag of loose alfalfa. Something about a broken bale. His 
horses are happy and my roses grow stronger than anyone’s.

When one bush is completely soaked, the kitchen timer dings. 
“Hold this,” I say to Yoli, handing her the hose pointed at the 
second bush before she can light up again.

Inside, the rice is done and I yell down the hall at the kids.
Only Carolina answers immediately.
From my room, Armando starts crying.
“Carolina, go finish watering the rose bush. Tell Yoli I’ve got to 

change a diaper. Unless you want to do it.”
“I’d rather eat dirt,” she says and skips out the back door.
After Armando is clean, I pass him off to Isabel and tell Elena 

to help Julia get the rest of dinner ready. “Tortillas, frijoles, and 
your dad brought home some chicken from work.” And I go out-
side. Trying not to think about who brought him chicken at the 
school. Who thinks his wife doesn’t feed him. Who thinks she 
can do a better job taking care of his kids. All that crazy makes 
the side of my stomach hurt. A short, sharp cramp. 

I step outside onto the top step but don’t see Carolina or the 
hose. I walk down the sidewalk and across the circle toward her 
voice.

She’s watering Yoli’s roses, scratching some of my alfalfa into 
the soil. “Don’t water in the morning,” Caro says. “It gets too hot 
and you’ll boil the roots.” She hands Yoli the hose and takes a 
towel off the clothesline. It’s stiff. Yoli uses cheap detergent and 
too much bleach.

Wandering around to the side of the building, Carolina finds 
two long sticks. I’d seen boys fighting with them like swords. 
“You need to make it a shade.” She opens the bedroom window 
behind the bush a crack and tucks the edge of the towel in it. She 
ties the other two corners on the two sticks and jams their oppo-
site ends into the ground. “It will still get sun, but it won’t burn 
up.” She kneels and pats the earth around the base of the bush. 
“That’s enough.”

“What about those?” Yoli points to the succulents with only a 
few limp, pale flowers hanging on them.

“She waters those too much,” I say. Yoli’s plant started as a cut-
ting from my own. After her husband left, I thought it would dis-
tract her from the empty house. “Leave them alone for a while,” I 
tell her, taking the coiled hose. “They’ll come back.”

“You know a lot about roses,” I tell Carolina on our way back 
to our own apartment.

“Yoli doesn’t know anything.” Caro shakes her head. “Said 
she’d give me a dollar each week to take care of her plants.” Her 
eyes open wide. “I can save it to buy my own rose bush. A purple 
one!”

I’d seen Caro looking at my Jackson-Perkins catalog when she 
was supposed to be doing her homework. Clearly, she had been 
reading more of it than I had.

“Ew! What’s that smell?” She begins coughing.
Smoke floats out the screen door.
“Chamacas!” I envision my girls and Armando on fire and hold 

Carolina back as I enter the kitchen.
Armando greets us with his longest wail. Julia fans the burnt pile
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of wet something in the sink with a dishtowel. Elena sits on the 
floor by the open front door, crying. Isabel paces between them 
trying to soothe Armando’s fear. She has her shirt pulled up over 
her nose.

A metallic rancid odor hangs in the air.
Caro squeezes past me and around the open oven door and 

stands next to Julia. “What’d you burn?” She covers her mouth 
to stifle her cough.

Julia growls something I cannot hear.
“I’m sorry,” Elena wails from the other room, her mocos 

smeared all over her face. “I didn’t know.”
I look from her to Julia, not sure whom to question.
“Why does it stink like that?” Carolina asks.
Julia stops fanning and points. “Styrofoam. She put in the 

oven.”
“I didn’t know,” Elena wails. “I wanted to help.” She sniffs 

hard a few times. “She said to heat the chicken for dinner.”
Armando stares at his sister, no longer the saddest one.
I shake my head at Julia.
She shrugs. “You said for her to help.”
“Throw it in the dumpster.” I cross the linoleum and scoop up 

my sweetest girl, whispering to her until she calms down. 
“But what are we going to eat now?”
“No te preocupes. There’s arroz, frijoles y–”
Behind me, Julia and Carolina groan before I can say tortillas. 

They plop on the couch on either side of Isabel with her still-
covered face and the now-fidgety Armando.

“Don’t squeeze him so tight,” I tell her.
“You might squish more poop out.” Elena jokes, wiping her 

tears away.
Carolina slides as far away as she can. Julia rolls her eyes at 

him or at me, I’m not sure.
“Amá,” my eldest speaks up, “we can’t only eat rice and beans 

every day.”
I stare at my kids on the couch. Sometimes, growing up, I 

didn’t even have that. Sometimes, my dad and brothers would 
leave for work in the morning after eating all the eggs we had. All 
I could do was scrape greasy burnt bits of chorizo or papas from 
the pan they left on the stove. Sometimes, I would wait all day 
for them to bring home dinner and fall asleep waiting for them to 
wander in smelling like beer. Sometimes they would bring home 
calabacitas and cebollas or elote and a piece of meat, but I didn’t 
know how to cook any of it. Without a mom to teach me, I could 
do nothing in the kitchen. Mi abuela refused, said I couldn’t pos-
sibly learn. To my father and my brothers, I was useless.

Elena tugs at my sleeve, and I hug her tighter.
Carolina adds, “And we need other vegetables besides carrots.”
I look at my fingernails, stained forever with my orange labor.
Isabel’s voice comes out barely a whisper. “At school, they 

have smashed potatoes and green beans.” She looks at the open 
front door as if that cafeteria food might be delivered any mo-
ment.

I smile. “Sounds like you all want to take over grocery shop-
ping and dinner making.” My grin widens. I’ve been waiting for 
this moment. I hate cooking. “Be my guest.” I push Elena off 
my lap and pick up the grocery store newspaper. “Plan our next 
three meals.” I toss it to Julia. “You have twenty dollars.” I enter 
the now smokeless kitchen. Only a trace of the bitter air remains. 
“But tonight, tacos de frijol.” I close the oven, turn on the fire 
under the comal, and start heating tortillas.

 

Waiting for Content 
Nancy Ford Dugan

They came in the night and took our values.
Someone (in the mailroom? from the cleaning service?) 

stripped all the plexiglass stands on each desk of the teal-blue 
sheet of paper that proudly listed all our corporate values. 

We were puzzled to come in predawn to start our global confer-
ence calls and find them missing. We didn’t realize it at first. We 
were too tired. But amid the sinking foam on our lattes, a slow 
buzzing of recognition went around the open office, a sharing of 
empty plexiglass stands, confirming that everyone, not just some, 
had their values pried away overnight.

“Does this mean we have no values now? What a relief!” we 
joked quietly, not wanting them to hear us convening or chor-
tling. We asked each other:

Can we run amok? 
Anything goes now?
No need to conduct ourselves with Integrity, Respect, Commit-

ment, etc.? 
Who do you suppose yanked them? 
We asked the mailroom guy, who got nervous and seemed to 

know something. “Who asked you to take them?” we persevered, 
but realized we had put him on the spot and charitably stopped. 
We still had some core values of our own, and not over-grilling 
the mailroom guy was one of them.

* * *
We lived our lives in open offices. Some of us recalled offices 

with doors, and some did not. 
Now we all sat in one big open space, where it was impossible 

to reflect or think clearly or deeply. It was possible to call out to 
each other, disturbing others, to get things done. Not important 
things. But things. All things were urgent. A sense of Urgency 
was one of the values. Or at least it had been. 

Now that all the values had been removed, we wondered what 
if anything would replace them. Or if they would replace them.

If they planned to replace them, why, we wondered, wouldn’t 
they simply leave the original values in place, in our plexiglass 
stands, until the new values were ready to take over? 

We felt in limbo, unsure how to act. 
We thought it must have been a pain for the mailroom guy to 

remove the values since the teal-blue sheet of paper was wedged 
into the tiny vertical slot of each plexiglass stand, just so. Did he 
have to tilt each one to get it out? Maybe he used a letter opener 
or paper clip to grab hold of it. 

We could now see straight through the plexiglass stands. They 
looked kind of lonely without the values in them. We left them on 
our desks, where they stood irretrievably forlorn and waiting for 
content. Those of us on the room’s rim, lucky enough to have a 
windowsill, kept them in the sun, eager for something to grow in-
side them. Surely we needed some values. Didn’t we? But when? 
When would they arrive? What should we do in the meantime?

The office grew quiet without them. People didn’t know why 
they were taken or how to react. Was it a test? Should we alert 
someone they had been stolen? But whom should we tell? The 
mailroom guy’s behavior made us question our next move.

Should we quietly wait for new values? 
Should we show initiative and write new ones? Or refresh the 

old ones that were not that bad, really, when you think about it? 
Some of us thought we should pick up our things and work from
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home until we had values.
Others thought we should keep our heads down and continue to 

do our jobs with or without values.
Someone thought we should alert the Wellness Committee, 

since the missing values were causing undue stress and anxiety 
in the workplace. 

Ultimately, we wanted to know if the values would eventually 
be replaced. And if so, would they be values we could handle? 

Or were the values intentionally gone for good? And what did 
that mean, exactly? Could we start bullying each other? Not that 
we wanted to, but was that now an option? Was Respect now out 
the window? Urgency? Could we now be lackadaisical?

Everything was in disorder without our values. 
Who could help us? 
Do you have any suggestions? If so, please contact us imme-

diately. 
Thank you. 
Courtesy was one of the old values. Will it remain? Who 

knows? 
Until then, have a good day. We do appreciate your kind sup-

port.

Philip Roth (1933-2018)

To say that Philip Roth was an accom-
plished author is a breathtaking under-
statement. Roth, whose literary career 
spanned more than fifty years, wrote nov-
els, novellas, and short stories that cap-
tured the angst of late-twentieth-century 
America, stretching into the first decade 
of the twenty-first century. Many of his 
stories are set in Newark, Roth’s birth-
place, and his protagonists are regularly 
Jewish males, again a reflection of Roth’s 
own background. His stories are suffused 
with wry humor, often in the midst of try-

ing circumstances.
His earliest novel, Goodbye, Columbus, focuses on two young 

Jewish lovers who struggle with their emerging emotional and 
sexual maturity in the context of rigid middle-class Jewish mores. 
In American Pastoral, a husband and wife cope with the realiza-
tion that their daughter has become a domestic terrorist, yet they 
struggle to move on with their lives. The Plot against America 
is an alternative history of a pre-war America that elects Nazi-
sympathizing Charles Lindbergh as president in 1940, defeating 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who was running for his third term, de-
laying the entry of the U.S. into World War II, and unleashing 
an anti-Semitic wave of repression. These are just a handful of 
Roth’s 31 novels, which he supplemented with two nonfiction 
books and many short stories.

Roth won numerous writing awards, including the National 
Book Award (twice), the National Book Critics Circle Award 
(twice), the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, and the PEN/Faulkner 
Award for Fiction (three times). Nathan Zuckerman, the protago-
nist in nine of his novels and a sort of alter-ego to Roth, is one of 
the best-known characters in recent English-language literature, 
even appearing as a protagonist in a novel by Salman Rushdie, 
The Ground beneath Her Feet.

Tom Wolfe (1930-2018)

If Philip Roth was a staid story-
teller, the novelist’s novelist, Tom 
Wolfe was a blazing fire in the lit-
erary world, writing four novels but 
focusing much of his career on cre-
ative nonfiction, often about larger-
than-life characters, and always in a 
style heavily influenced by his early 
days as a journalist. His first two 
books were nonfiction: The Kandy-
Kolored Tangerine-Flake Stream-
line Baby, a book of essays originally published in Esquire, and 
The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, an account of Ken Kesey and 
the Merry Pranksters as they traveled across the U.S., met many 
interesting people, and experimented with LSD.

These early works and others won him notoriety and a follow-
ing, but it was his publication in 1979 of The Right Stuff, the 
story of the Mercury 7 astronauts, that brought him real liter-
ary fame. He followed the publication of this book with his first 
novel, The Bonfire of the Vanities, in 1987. His second novel, A 
Man in Full, was published eleven years later to mixed reviews 
but much fanfare nevertheless. He engaged in a war of words 
with other novelists such as Norman Mailer, John Updike, and 
John Irving, but he drew praise, especially for his early work, 
from Kurt Vonnegut.

He won the National Book Award for Nonfiction for The Right 
Stuff, and he was a finalist for the National Book Award for Fic-
tion for A Man in Full. He was also a finalist for the National 
Book Critics Circle Award on two occasions, and he won several 
awards for journalism as well. In 2010 he was awarded the Na-
tional Book Foundation Medal for Distinguished Contribution to 
American Letters.

Catrín Charro outside Chef Johnny Hernandez’s Burgerteca
Public Art in Southtown
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One Blue Screw
Robert Allen

I have known the clutter of boxes, tall in their stacks, labeled
according to previous contents, hiding, garage-lost, the mess
of inheritance, indolence of accumulation, hoard
of bric-a-brac and kitsch, the ceramic chickens, the plastic
flowers of each kind and color, the negligence of broken
machines, parts cracked and worn, gears missing or misaligned, 

the slow
degradation of time, thievery of space and happiness,
the oppressive weight of old furniture, yellowed paper,
the infinite capacity for secrets to stay guarded,
unresolved, the ominous miasma of possession, fear
that every object is part of the self, and if given away
one will die, or diminish, or be changed, as when I return
from a trip, stop at the filling station to buy gas, and spy
on the ground a single, long blue framing screw and pick it up,
placing it in my pocket to carry safely home, because
it belongs somehow, fits in, with the rest of my disorder.

The Museum of Modern Art, 
1969, 1972

Sharon Ankrum

1969 photographs on the front page
My Lai, old men, women, children
slaughtered
I took to the museum
Picasso’s 1937 Guernica was housed there

upside down, backwards
chaos   black and white
protest          grey pain
horses howling at the evil
eye of the single electric light
bodyless heads screaming 
arms flailing in air

made no sense
a mother keening over her dead child
while a bull raged above her
horse in agony,
head twisted     heading nowhere
side ripped open

My Lai, Guernica
same thing

three years later
napalm girl
arms outstretched not
unlike the flailing arms
in the enclosed space in Guernica

two hours, it took, in Guernica
less in My Lai, even less with napalm

we’ve drawn it out decades     centuries
black children sold from their parents
native American children ripped away
sent to school, to kill the Indian
and save the man
Japanese families in internment camps

and now a quick pull
like separating magnetic forces
a child ripped from her parent
I see that mother in Guernica
alive, once more

Caregiver’s
Lament
Robert 
Allen

Leaving your side to step out onto the driveway, gazing
up the midnight sky’s domed skirt of rose and saffron
clouds, I want to shrink away from here. What is
my place in the cosmos? Is anything larger
than self? Was I even meant to be born?
Such seeds cannot concern me, now.
I am a ghostly germ in galactic
yawns. Space has only outer
and inner, no up or down,
and two hearts grown
blue, apart, while
rainbow-hued
these stars
bloom.



I am split in two, right down the middle
But the division is blurred, blended, braided together
Two identities intertwined 

Pride running deep like the Rio Grande in my blood
Veins and vessels into channels for the ancient river mud-

died brown with poverty
My soul exists between two worlds, forever floating freely 

on the liquid border

Born soft and brown with a head covered in dark fuzz, 
didn’t last long

Now, eyes turned hard and tongue made sharp in self-
defense of unjust judgments

Perfect English rolling out of my Spanish mouth with an 
accidental accent 

Raised on U.S. dirt, never out of sight of the motherland
Sleeping beneath the stars that shine over both soils simul-

taneously 
Aware of the proximity of the threat of violence and the 

promise of heritage

Thick coffee colored hair and wide baby bouncing hips
Constantly competing with the contrast of slender blondes
Dressing Mexican curves in American labeled clothes

Rituals, recipes, and remedies passed down through gen-
erations of wise women

North of the border trends mix together with southern 
traditions

Curing the evil eye con un huevo and pledging allegiance 
to the American flag

Evolved through time into strong, steady, and savvy in a 
bid to survive

Hands of gentle, loving mothers with claws of tough, 
fighting women

Torn apart and melded together by both worlds at the 
same time  

I am split in two, right down the middle
Blurred, blended, braided together
Two identities intertwined

 

Estoy dividida en dos, por el medio
Pero la división es borrosa, mezclada, trenzada junto
Dos identidades entrelazadas

Orgullo corriendo profundo como el Río Grande en mi sangre
Las venas y las arterias echos canales para el antiguo río tier-

roso con la pobreza
Mi alma reside entre dos mundos, siempre flotando libremente 

por el borde líquido

Nacida suave y morena con la cabeza cubierta de pelusa 
oscura, no duró mucho

Los ojos echos duros y la lengua se hizo fino en defensa pro-
pia de juicios injustos

Inglés perfecto saliendo de mi boca Español con un acento 
accidental

Criado en tierra de los EE. UU. pero nunca fuera de la vista de 
la patria

Dormiendo bajo de las estrellas que brillan sobre ambos sue-
los simultáneamente

Consciente de la proximidad de la amenaza de violencia y la 
promesa de herencia

Cabello grueso color café y caderas anchas para bebés
Constantemente compitiendo con el contraste de rubias delga-

das
Vestiendo curvas mexicanas con ropa americana 

Rituales, recetas y remedios transmitidos por generaciones de 
mujeres sabias

Modas del Norte de la frontera se mezclan con las tradiciones 
del sur

Curando el mal de ojo con un huevo y jurando lealtad a la 
bandera estadounidense

Convertido en una raza de fuerte, constante e inteligente en 
una oferta de sobrevivir

Manos de madres amable y amorosas con garras de mujeres 
duras y luchadoras

Desgarrado y fundido por ambos mundos, todo al mismo 
tiempo

Estoy dividida en dos, por el medio
Borrosa, mezclada, trenzada junto
Soy de un tipo especial, dos identidades entrelazadas en una
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Graffiti

To the States
Walt Whitman

To the States or any one of them, or any city of the States, Resist much, obey little,
Once unquestioning obedience, once fully enslaved,
Once fully enslaved, no nation, state, city of this earth, ever afterward resumes its liberty.
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Reviews
West. Poems of a Place

by Jim LaVilla-Havelin
Reviewed by Carol Coffee Reposa

Almost from its inception, 
America has been fascinated by 
its untamed spaces, and in West. 
Poems of a Place, Jim LaVilla-
Havelin taps this rich vein of our 
national narrative. Writing in the 
tradition of Henry David Thore-
au, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Aldo 
Leopold, and John Graves, he im-
merses himself—and the reader—
in the concept of wilderness and 
its capacity to enrich the spirit.

Meticulously examining his hardscrabble south Texas sur-
roundings, La Villa-Havelin finds insight and inspiration in un-
likely places, often transforming the ordinary into the miracu-
lous. “I want/ the whole 360 of self and world and wonderment,” 
he writes, echoing the Transcendentalists, and if this volume is 
any indication, he clearly gets his wish. He is “amazed, consis-
tently amazed,” at what he sees: “the dance class of bent mes-
quites,” a mountain laurel that “fills the air with grape kool aid,” 
“egrets/ like white commas/ at the hooves of each/ bovine sen-
tence.” He marvels at a dried leaf, a coyote, cyclone fencing, 
and particularly his iconic cattle: “Could they be the largest fire-
flies on record?” he asks. “They glow and hover, but only how 
things with hooves/ might hover,/ hardly and on the earth// and 
we mention them/ all the way home/ remembering them/ splash-
ing them against our inner eye/ like spilled milk, like mistakes, 
like memories// and we are haunted by them.” LaVilla-Havelin is 
no dewy-eyed Romantic, though. His often wry muse leads him 
down paths lined with plastic bags, scorpions, dead dogs, and 
“light without remorse,” as well as the more expected sprawling 
sunsets and bluebonnet fields, but he finds something to value in 
every inch of the rough country he inhabits.

Their intensity notwithstanding, these poems are not the screeds 
of a rabid ideologue. Although LaVilla-Havelin brings to his sub-
ject an almost missionary earnestness, many of his pastorals are 
verbally and visually playful, regaling the reader with ingenious 
imagery, whimsical format, and even zigzag pagination in the 
table of contents. He delights in the sometimes violent intersec-
tion of sound, sense, and structure. In “Any Death,” he comes 
upon a pair of hungry buzzards about to devour the remains of a 
snake, and he wonders, “is any death a carcass? Or am I so wed-
ded/ to sound, a roll across my tongue/ of caracara and carcass, 
that I’d call it that/ all facts to the contrary? While the great birds/ 
mid-meal, stopped, submit/ to the wind’s caress.” To add to the 
antic mix, LaVilla-Havelin coats many of his poems with a rich 
overlay of ekphrasis and literary allusion. In these pages readers 
will encounter Whitman, O’Keeffe, Proust, Shakespeare, Rumi, 
and Dürer, among many others.

Despite a fondness for whimsy and playfulness, however, 
LaVilla-Havelin ultimately appeals to conscience, to the better 
angels of our (ecological) nature. Visionary and prophetic, he ob-
serves not just the rough-hewn wonders of his rural world but the 
damage humanity inflicts on it. Of garbage thrown on country   

roadsides, he writes, “dumping is what people from the city think 
of the country/…what the north side thinks of the south side/…
what the rich think of the poor// and saddest of all, sometimes 
it is what the country,/ the south side,/ the poor, think of them-
selves.” He patiently catalogues the consequences of our actions, 
recognizing their grim implications not just for the land but for 
its people. In “Separate,” he muses on the troubled history of a 
San Antonio street, site of a Comanche massacre: “if you put 
space//….wax museums tee shirt shops/ tattoo parlors/ Christian 
bookstores…/ between two words/…it doesn’t mean/ however 
separate from us/ that it never happened.” Throughout this col-
lection, LaVilla-Havelin urges the reader to approach Mother 
Earth with reverence, to seek redemption and renewal. His poem 
“Re Cycle” is one of many that envision positive alternatives to 
the waste and destruction he finds around him: a white plastic 
bag hooked on a fence “lengthens, bends,…./ becomes a cattle 
egret/ in this limitless origami that is/ the earth unfolding,” and the 
bones of a dog that has “festered and fumed/ and dried to leather 
all hot July long” morph into material “to make a flute/ to carve a 
cattle egret; to start again.”

Given the ominous realities of climate change, habitat loss, hu-
man overpopulation, continued reliance on fossil fuel, and our 
government’s reckless assaults on our land, water and air, this 
book seems particularly timely. West. Poems of a Place sounds 
an alarm, a call to action, and we ignore it at our peril.

Mornings with Dobie’s Ghost
by Chip Dameron

Reviewed by Jim LaVilla-Havelin

Writers hear voices. More importantly 
they listen to them. And sometimes they 
write in those voices. Rosellen Brown’s 
Cora Fry and David Budbill’s Judevine 
are but two contemporary American ex-
amples. Who is it that’s talking? Why 
does the voice in those poems matter? 

There are as many reasons as there are 
voices. 

Chip Dameron has listened to, and 
given back to us, the distinctly Texan 
voice of J. Frank Dobie. Mornings With 
Dobie’s Ghost (Wings Press, 2018), is 
Chip Dameron’s tenth collection of po-
ems. Professor Emeritus of English at 
The University of Texas Rio Grande 
Valley and member of the Texas Insti-
tute of Letters, Dameron was a recipient of the Dobie Paisano 
Fellowship and lived four months on J. Frank Dobie’s Paisano 
Ranch west of Austin. Rudolfo Anaya has said that Dameron’s 
poems “are magical in their incantation.”

And this listening, shaping, etching poet, clear-voiced and 
celebrated, in four months on Paisano Ranch opened to other 
rhythms, a cadence measured and remarkable and consistent, 
and accepted into the poet’s hands. In monthly notations in Dam-
eron’s own voice (a welcome contrast and conversation with 
the Dobie-voiced poems) we learn of the appearance of Dobie’s 
ghost in the rocking chair on the porch, and Dameron transcribes 
“an accurate account of what I heard. I have given them only 
their shapes and titles.”

It is with undue modesty that Dameron states his claim. It is 
the same modesty which keeps him out of the way in Dobie’s
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transmissions. And marveling at the shapes these poems take, 
their clear, easy, short-lined couplets full of a voice and knowl-
edge, it would be too easy to think of this as oral history, while in 
fact it is masterful artifice.

He speaks tales and memories and fights and histories. He is 
comforted by place, by friends, and by the time and relative ease 
of a ghost’s existence. As he points out in “Cedar Fever”:

“One good thing / about being dead; these damn / trees can’t 
torture me any more.” From one to the next, the poems urge us on, 
not with anything artificial, but with the laconic easy voice, so ac-
commodating, so relaxed (an odd and remarkable contrast to the 
couplet structure—these are not ghazals, however, but accounts.)

The warmth, humor, deep friendships, and some of Dobie’s 
feistiness are given voice on these mornings. The cast of charac-
ters from Dobie’s life (helpfully given short biographical back-
grounds in the notes) is a rogue’s gallery of Texas literary and 
artistic lives. In “Sons” Dobie recounts, “Turns out we couldn’t 
have/ children, though we both/ wanted some,” and then de-
scribes two, Tom Lea and Edgar Kincaid, whom Dobie and Ber-
tha (Dobie’s wife who is magically alive in these pages as well) 
took on as sons, concluding, “I was lucky in love and life;/ I 
found the sons I needed.” Sure-handed in his listening, Dameron 
clips the lines to begin with “Turns out,” and give them all the 
flesh they need in that final unsentimental couplet.

Paisano Ranch, the land around it, the critters that share it with 
these humans, are clearly rendered in both Dobie’s voice and 
Dameron’s monthly journal entries. In “November” Dameron 
writes of walks on the land, 

“I always stepped carefully and carried a walking stick
 that I tapped on cactus ahead of the path to listen for 
 curled-up rattlesnakes. Fortunately I didn’t encounter any.”

In an absolutely delightful tale, “Coyote, Paisano, and Mr. 
Snake,” Dobie begins,

“Listen and I’ll tell you a story:
  one fine spring day Coyote

 was trotting down a dusty trail 
 when Paisano sped right past

carrying a snake by the neck,
rattles shaking like maracas.”

The landscape is alive and richly specific in its details in among 
others, the poems “Rainwater,” “Ranch and Creek,” and “Con-
versation Rock,” which ends with the elegiac musing (still tem-
pered by short lines, open speech),

“I’d trade

that eternity any day for an hour 
on the rock here at the ranch,

soaking up the sun and listening 
to the creek tell its winding story.”

Dobie the literary lion and Dobie the political maverick are 
here in poems as well.

Perhaps because Dobie himself listened so well, the ghost on 
the porch, a natural storyteller, knew he had found in Dameron 
a listener who would faithfully transmit, who would artfully cre-

ate, what he had to say. And while there is a temptation to think 
of Studs Terkel’s glorious transcriptions of American voices after 
asking the right questions, the truth of the matter is that this beau-
tiful, slim volume, easy to hold to one’s heart, is the remarkable 
conjuring of one of our finest poets.

We’re lucky he listened.
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Public Art on the Northside

The New Colossus
Emma Lazarus

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame,
With conquering limbs astride from land to land;
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
MOTHER OF EXILES. From her beacon-hand
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command
The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame.

“Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!” cries she
With silent lips. “Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!”
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Richard Ferguson

Launched into the nomadic life of a naval brat a scant six months af-
ter his birth in Ames, Iowa, Richard Ferguson learned to adapt to new 
situations. After earning two degrees in English literature at Texas Tech, 
he attended medical school, completed an internal medicine residency, 
and conducted a solo practice in San Antonio for thirty years. He now 
facilitates conversations about medical ethics and cares for patients at 
the end of life as a hospice medical director. He and his wife June have 
two children and three grandchildren, who with their grandmother are 
systematically depleting the estate on airline tickets.

liz gonzález

liz gonzález is a funkifizer, animal and nature lover, writer, teacher, and 
activist. She is the author of Dancing in the Santa Ana Winds: Poems 
y Cuentos New and Selected (Los Nietos Press, July 2018). She writes 
poetry, fiction, and creative nonfiction, and her work has been published 
widely. Beneath Bone (Manifest Press), a limited edition poetry collec-
tion, was published in 2000. liz lives in Long Beach, California, with an 
indifferent mix-breed chihuahua, a talkative tortie cat, and Jorge Martín, 
a scientist and musician. She directs Uptown Word & Arts, promoting 
literacy and the arts; is a member of Macondo Writers Workshop; and 
proudly serves on the Macondo 2018 Ad Hoc Advisory Board. She is a 
creative writing instructor for the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program.

Debasish Parashar

Debasish Parashar is an art and culture enthusiast, singer, lyricist, and 
multilingual poet based in New Delhi, India. He is an assistant profes-
sor of English literature at the University of Delhi. He is the founder & 
editor-in-chief of Advaitam Speaks literary journal. He has been trans-
lated into many languages and published widely in India and elsewhere. 
Parashar’s works are featured in international anthologies such as Where 
Are You From? (English/Persian), Apple Fruits of an Old Oak, Dande-
lion in a Vase of Roses, and 22 Wagons.

Tisha Marie Reichle

Tisha Marie Reichle is a Chicana feminist and former rodeo queen. Her 
recent stories appeared in The Acentos Review, The Lunch Ticket, and 
Ghost Town, and she has a forthcoming story in Southwestern Ameri-
can Literature. She is an alumna of AROHO Retreat, Macondo Writers 
Workshop, and Las Dos Brujas. She is also an organizing member of 
Women Who Submit and an editor at VIDA Review. She earned an MFA 
at Antioch University and is working on her PhD in Creative Writing 
and Literature at USC.

Rene Villanueva

Born and raised in South Texas, Villanueva came to his love of language 
hiding away in local used book stores. Choosing to devour American 
classics like Hemingway, Fitzgerald, and Steinbeck, over his course 

work, he quickly moved into poetry and 
became fascinated by the styles of modern-
ist and beat poets. Villanueva began writing 
short stories, lyrics, and poetry of his own 
while interning at Gemini Ink and teaching 
at a community writing lab. He publishes his 
prose on Instagram, keeps a fictional journal 
distributed through a local Texas zine called 
The Word Is a Bell, and started a new musical 
project, Idyll Green, with his brothers.

Idioma
Color Me Intrigued

James R. Adair

In the original Genus edition of the game Trivial Pursuit, one 
of the science questions asks, “How many colors are in the rain-
bow?” The correct answer: seven (red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo, violet). But are there really seven colors? I person-
ally don’t consider indigo to be a color distinct from blue, and 
the enumeration of the seven colors of the rainbow goes back to 
Isaac Newton, who associated the seven colors of the rainbow 
with the seven tones of the musical scale. That seven is an ar-
bitrary number is demonstrated by the pre-Socratic philosopher 
Xenophanes, who described the rainbow as having only three 
bands of color: purple, yellow/green, and red. Indeed, the divid-
ing line between distinct colors varies greatly over time and from 
language to language.

The Chinese ideograph     , qing, can mean either blue or green. 
Similarly, the Japanese word associated with this glyph, ao, can 
mean blue, but it is also used for the color of the green traffic light. 
The Russian polovyi can mean either blue or yellow. In Ainu, 
hu means both red and green. The issue is not that people who 
speak these languages are unable to distinguish the colors that we 
English-speakers can. It’s that distinction among various colors 
is somewhat arbitrary and culturally based (see above on indigo).

Consider the color pink. It is one of the eleven basic color-
words in English (the others are black, white, gray, red, orange, 
yellow, green, blue, purple, and brown). Even though it could be 
called light red, no one calls it that, and we tend to think of it as a 
separate color. Why don’t we have separate words for light blue, 
light green, etc.? (It turns out that brown is really dark orange, 
but does anyone think of it in that way?) Alongside a few other 
Indo-European languages, Italian has twelve basic color-words: 
the eleven found in English, plus azzurro, or light blue.

To reinforce the arbitrariness of the enumeration of colors, ev-
eryone who has grown up with color TVs or computer screens 
knows that all the colors of the rainbow are a combination of 
various proportions of red, green, and blue. Furthermore, every 
printed color is a mixture of cyan, magenta, and yellow (a black 
ink cartridge is included because of the ubiquity of black print, 
but black is simply a combination of the other three colors).

To further complicate matters, many cultures distinguish col-
ors not so much (or not exclusively) by hue, as I’ve done to this 
point in the discussion, but by luminescence or gloss. Think 
about bright-eyed Athena in the Iliad, a Homeric word that can 
be translated in other contexts as gray, blue, or green, but that 
emphasizes the flashing brilliance of the goddess’s eyes. The an-
cient Akkadians similarly distinguished colors of objects based 
to a large extent on their shininess. We have something similar in 
English: the colors silver and gold represent nothing more than 
shiny gray and shiny yellow. The same Proto-Indo-European 
root, ghel-, meaning to shine, gave rise to words in daughter 
languages meaning both green and gray, and this confusion in 
derived words may have led to references in Serbian folktales to 
green horses. Now that’s a horse of a different color!
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